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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

1.1 Scope of this study 

The main purpose of this study is to investigate the electrochemical and 

design factors, governing the power consumption for the industrial 

chlor-alkali membrane cell electrolysis. To achieve this goal, the impact 

of various parameters on the cell voltage have been investigated. 

A fundamen tal unders tanding of this should f inally re sult in a 

substantial rednetion of the cell voltage, and so in production costs. 

In general, the presence of gas bubbles in both electrolytes and at both 

electredes and the membrane surface increases the cell voltage. 

Therefore, means to minimize gas bubbles effects on the cell voltage have 

been given special attention. 

Cell voltage and bubble characteristics are affected by the following 

parameters: 

• electrode material and its surface morphology; 

• concentration, pH and possible contamination of the sodium chloride 

and sodium hydroxide solutions; 

• membrane properties (finite and zero gap membrane); 

• current density; 

• gas void fraction; 

• eperating temperature, pressure and electrolyte velocity along the 

electrode surface; 

• electrode and cell configuration, distance between electrode and 

membrane. 

The bubble characteristics are determined by means of high speed motion 

pictures and the gas void fraction is determined by a new technique in a 

semi-industrial cell (50 cm high). A novel technique is developed to 

measure the membrane resistance. 

Substantial efforts are spent to determine the optimum configuration of 

both electredes and the properties of various available and commercially 

applied membranes. Knowledge concerning the rel at ion between the cell 

voltage and the different process parameters is necessary to predict the 

best settings of these process parameters, required to minimize the 

energy consumption at a given chlorine production. 
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Also, in this investigation a number of tests is performed under 

semi-industrial conditions. 

1.2 Outline of this dissertation 

In chapter 2, the history and some background information are presented, 

including a pertinent literature review. 

Chapter 3 presents experimental results on the effects of current density 

and solution flow velocity on the attached-bubble parameters for a 

chlorine-evolving vertical transparent platinum electrode. In this and 

subsequent chapters, the results we discussed at the close of the 

chapter. 

Chapter 4 describes a technique for measuring the supersaturation of 

dissolved gas in the solution at the electrode surface and the results 

obtained using wire-electrodes. 

Chapter 5 presents the effects of current density, solution flow velocity 

and temperature on the detached-bubble parameters for a gas-evolving wire 

electrode. 

Chapter 6 describes the behaviour of the gas void fraction and the ohmic 

resistance in an electrolysis cell under different eperating conditions. 

Chapter 7 describes the properties of the different types of membranes 

and the developed resistance measuring technique. 

Chapter 8 shows the dependenee of the cell voltage of the electrolysis 

parameters. 

In Chapter 9, the effects of different electrode configurations on cell 

voltage are discussed. 

Chapter 10 gives the conclusions, important for co st saving. Finally, 

some suggestions for further research are made. 
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Chapter 2 

Some bistorical and recent background information 

2.1 Introduetion 

In 1800 Cruikshank observed the evolution of chlorine by passing an 

electric current through a salution of sodium chloride. The first 

commercially successful electralysis plant was built in 1890 [1]. 

The electralysis of sodium chloride solution, or brine, prepared directly 

from natural salt deposits to yield chlorine, eaustic soda and hydrogen, 

is now a major electrochemical industry. 

In the USA, the annual production of chlorine in the eighties is 

approximately 107 tons, while in The Netherlands it amounts to about 3 x 

105 tons [ 2]. 

During the last twenty-eight years marked progress has been made in the 

chlor-alkali process, resul ting from scientific innovation and economie 

and social pressures for energy conservation, pollution control and 

higher safety standards. 

2.2 The effects of gas bubbles on the electrolytic process 

Evolved gas bubbles between two flat-plate electrades affect an 

electrochemical process in both a negative and a positive way. 

The negative effects are: 

• gas bubbles increase the resistance of the electrolyte [3-7]; 

• gas bubbles attached to the electrode surface force the current 

through smaller areas of the electrode; consequently, the current 

density increases and so the activatien overpotential of the reaction; 

• gas bubbles attached to the membrane surface block current passage. 

The positive effect is: 

• rising gas bubbles disturb the electrolyte layer close to the 

electrode and thereby enhance mass transfer of any diffusion 

controlled species to the electrode surface; hence, mass transfer 

overpotential decreases. 

The performance of an electralysis cell can be expressed in many ways. 

The most commonly used quantities for cell performance are [8]: 
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• the current efficiency, ~i• is defined by: 

w' 
~i = w x 100% 

where w = the amount of product formed according to Faraday's law, and 

w' = the amount of product actually obtained; 

• the energy consumption is normally quoted in kilowatt hours per 

kilogram product (kWh kg-1) and is given by the equation: 

energy consumption nFU 

where U = the operating cell voltage and M 

kilograms per kmol; 

• the energy efficiency is given by: 

wr 
energy efficiency = -w-- x 100% 

the molecular weight in 

where Wr = the electric energy for unit amount production based on 

thermodynamics, W the actual electric energy for unit amount 

production; Ur = the reversible cell voltage and U = the cell voltage. 

2.3 Ihe chlor-alkali processes 

At present, three types of chlor-alkali electrolysis processes exist: the 

mercury, diaphragm and membrane process. The ·main anode reaction is the 

same for all three types: 

+1.36 V) (2.1) 

The main cathode reaction for both diaphragm and membrane cells is: 

-0.84 V) (2.2) 
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For the mercury cell the catbode reaction is: 

Na+ + e + Hg + NaHg (E• -1.89 V) (Z.3) 

The sodium amalgam is decomposed in a separate reactor to give sodium 

hydroxide and hydrogen: 

2NaHg + ZHzO + ZHg + 2Na+ + Z OH- + Hz (Z.4) 

The net reaction is for all three processes the same: 

2NaC1 + ZHzO + Clz + 2NaOH + Hz (Z.5) 

The reversible cell voltage, Ur, the theoretica! minimum voltage which is 

required for reaction (Z.5) is determined by the Gibbs' free enthalpy 

change, M [9]: 

-M u =-r nF (Z.6) 

where n the number of electrons transferred in the reaction and F the 

Faraday constant. 

The relation between the Gibbs' free enthalpy change and the enthalpy and 

entropy change for a reaction at constant temperature and pressure is 

given by: 

.1G .1H - T.1S 

where .1H = the enthalpy change of this reaction, .1S 

and T = temperature. 

(Z. 7) 

the entropy change 

The reversible cell voltage, Ur, can be reduced by increasing the cell 

temperature, because .18 is positive for the chlor-alkali process (cf. 

Eqs. Z.5, Z.6 and Z.7). For cell operation, the actual cell voltage, U, 

has to exceed Ur, to overcome the overpotentials at the electrades and 

the ohmic resistance in the cell. The total actual cell voltage is 

therefore given by [Z,9]: 

u (Z.8) 
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EC and gA are the equilibrium potentials for the cathode and anode eq eq 
reactions, respectively, so that (Ec - EA ) = Ur can be calculated from eq eq 
the Gibbs' free enthalpy change for the overall reaction by Eq. 2.6. 

The overpotential, D. is defined as the deviation of electrode potential, 

E, from the electrode equilibrium potential, E , i.e.: eq 

D E - E eq 
(2.9) 

C A DD and DD are the cathode and anode charge transfer overpotentials, 

respectively. D; and D! are the overpotentials associated with 

chemica! reactions at the cathode and anode, respectively. The sum of 

the overpotentials of D~. D~. De and DA is often called the activation 
r C A 

overpotentials and is denoted as Da; Dd' Dd are the cathode and anode mass 

transfer overpotentials, respectively. 

In electrolytic processes the overpotentials and the IR term repreaent 
c 

energy losses and, hence, will make the operating cell voltage more 

negative. 

For a simple electron transfer reaction, the total overpotential, D, 

determines, according to the Butler-Volmer equation [9], the current 

denstity, i: 

i = i [exp (l-oc) nFD/RT - exp - anFD/RT] 
0 

(2.10) 

where i = the exchange current density and a. = the charge transfer 
0 

coefficient. So, the major factors, determining the magnitude of the 

overpotential, are the current density and the exchange current density, 

i.e. the kinetics and catalysis of the electrode process. The exchange 

current density depends on the electralysis conditions such as 

composition of the electrolyte, its pH and temperature, electrode 

configuration, morphology of the electrode surface, and particularly the 

electrode material. The electrode material must only catalyse the 

reaction of interest; for example, the anode in the chlor-alkali cell 

must catalyse chlorine but not oxygen evolution. The mass transfer 

overpotential, D , is caused by diffusion of electro-active species to 
d 

the electrode surface: D can be reduced, according to Fick's first law, 
d 

by applying a more concentrated electrolyte, a higher temperature and 
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forced solution flow. The olunic potential drop, IR , is the product of 
c 

cell current, I, and the electrical cell resistance, R • This R is the 
c c 

sum of the electrical resistance of the bubble-electrolyte mixture, the 

separator (membrane or diaphragm), the current feeders and the electric 

circuit resistances. 

The cell resistance, R , can be decreased, for example, by making the 
c 

interelectrode gap smaller and using more concentrated electrolyte. The 

resistance of the bubble-electrolyte mixture is higher than the 

resistance of the pure electrolyte. 

So, the gas void fraction and its distribution in a flat-plate electrodes 

cell must have a great impact on the cell resistance [3-7]. 

In general, the membranes will cause a substantial increase in cell 

resistance, although they are essential for product purity and safety 

reasons. At present, most of the chlor-alkali cell anodes have been 

replaced by dimensionally stable anodes (DSA). These materials are 

titanium-based with a coating of ruthenium dioxide and/or other 

transition roetal oxides, e.g. Co3o4 • They show excellent catalytic 

activity so that the chlorine overpotential is as low as 70 mV [13] 

at i = 4 kAm.-2 • Compare the ~raphite anode overpotential under the same 

condi ti ons: about 500 mV [ 2]. This change alone has reduced the energy 

requirement significantly. However, DSA electrodes need to be applied 

under carefully controlled conditions. For example, decreasing the 

temperature, or carrying out the electralysis with sulphate ions in 

solution can lead to oxygen contamination of the chlorine. 

The cathode in diaphragm and membrane ce11s is made of steel with a 

hydrogen overpotential of about 400 mV, at i = 4 kAm-2 . Activated 

cathodes, with coatings of nickel alloys or transition roetal oxides, are 

now available, decreasing this overpotential to 150-200 mV [10]. At this 

low hydrogen overpotential, however, traces of iron of the cathode 

housing dissolve out can thereafter also precipitate onto the cathode and 

so plug the perforated plate cathode, resulting in cell voltage increase. 

To eliminate this problem, mild steel construction had to be replaced by 

a more corrosion resistant material. The geometrie structure of 

electrodes, at which gas is evolved, is very important. The design of 

electrodes must permit rapid bubble release to minimize the gas bubble 

effect and so to reduce the overpotential. Hence, it is common to apply 

expanded metal, perforated plate, lamellar with rounded flat profile, 
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plate with louvres, electrodes, consisting of fine wires and spacing from 

each other [11], electredes with vertical oblong opening [12], etc., to 

release gas in the desired direction. 

The eaustic soda produced in a diaphragm cell is always contaminated with 

chloride ion, because the diaphragm is porous and cannot discriminate 

between ions. Diffusion occurs because of concentration differences. 

In a cation-selective membrane cell, however, a catholyte with about 22 

weight % NaOH and a minimum amount of impurities can be obtained. The 

many improvements, introduced in the chlor-alkali process, have reduced 

the energy consumption drastically. A further decrease remains desirable. 

This can be accomplished by impravement of the shape of and the materials 

used for both electrodes, and the membrane qualities. 
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Cbapter 3 

Attached-bubble behaviour for a chlorine-evolving 

transparent platinum electrode 

3.1 Introduetion 

Many electrochemical processes produce gas bubbles during electrolysis. 

It is well known that bubbles evolved between two flat plate electrodes 

significantly increase the energy comsumption of the process (cf. Chapter 

2, Section 2.2); this fact is especially important for industrial 

processes. In the last 25 years, bubble behaviour and the effect of 

bubbles on the ohmic resistance in the electrolytic cell have been 

intensively studied: see the survey of Vogt [1) on gas-evolving 

electrochemical processes. 

The behaviour of attached oxygen and hydrogen bubbles on relatively small 

transparent nickel electrodes in KOH solution was thoroughly investigated 

[2-4]. Similar experiments were performed by Bongenaar [5) with a large, 

"transparent" gold electrode (50 x 2 cm2). So far, no literature data for 

chlorine bubbles attached to transparent electrodes are available. In 

this chapter, a short li terature review concerning nucleation, growth, 

departure and rise of gas bubbles is presented in Section 3.2. 

In Section 3.3, the experimental set-up of the determination of attached

bubble parameters is described. 

The results obtained are presented in Section 3.4. The relevant results 

are discussed and explained in Section 3.5. 

3.2 Literature review 

3.2.1 Nucleation and growth 

At the start of the electrolysis process, ions are discharged and form 

adsorbed atoms or molecules at the electrode. Desorbing molecules then 

dissolve and diffuse into the bulk solution. Both the limited rate of 

diffusion and the low solubility of the dissolved gas in the electro

lyte cause the solution near the electrode to become supersaturated, so 

that nucleation of gas bubbles can take place on the electrode surface. 

In a situation in which there is no convection and no gas bubble 
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formation, the · supersaturation concentration ~ex, at a distance x 

perpendicular to the electrode surface, and ~ca, at the electrode surface 

(x = 0), can be expressed as a function of time, t 1 , after starting the 

electralysis process, by [6]: 

i 2 
tl -1/2 x 
l (t ) exp.(- 40t)dt (3.1) ~c 

x - nF('II'D)l/2 

and 

2i (t )1/2 
nF('II'D)l/2 1 

(3. 2) 

When convection occurs due to concentration gradients or temperature 

differences, dissolved gas will be transported to the bulk solution by 

mass diffusion and convection; the average supersaturation concentration 

at the electrode will then become constant. The solution at a 

gas-evolving electrode is vigorously stirred by growing, detaching, 

coalescing and rising bubbles. The gaseous product at the gas-evolving 

electrode is only partly present as bubbles. This fraction is called the 

efficiency of gas bubble formation. 

Cavities at an electrode surface can generate gas bubbles in a analogous 

way to that at a superheated wall [7, 8]. 

A relation between the supersaturation concentration of dissolved gas at 

the electrode surface, ~ca = ega - cgs• and the average active cavity 

mouth radius has been derived: 

2a/~P (3.3) 

where Re = average active cavity mouth radius, a = the surface tension, K 

= Henry's constant, ~ca = the supersaturation concentration of dissolved 

gas at the electrode surface, ~P = the equilibrium gas pressure 

cavity corresponding to the degree of supersaturation at the wall, 

in a 

c a 
g 

the concentration of dissolved gas at the electrode-solution interface 

and cg s = the saturation concentration of dissolved gas in the bulk 

solution, at atmospheric pressure. 

Although (3.3) applies to bubbles formed on horizontal surfaces, a 

comparable relation may be expected to apply to vertical surfaces - as 

proposed by Sloten (Eq. 3.10). 

It should be emphasized that supersaturation concentration of dissolved 
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gas at the electrode surface, Ac0 , should not be confused with the 

significantly lower supersaturation in the vicinity of gas bubbles 

attached to the electrode, the first one predominantly cantrolling 

nucleation and the latter one cantrolling bubble growth and so coverage 

[ 1] • 

Eq. (3.3) shows that Ac0 determines if a cavity is active or not, at low 

Ac0 only the large cavities are active, while at high Ac0 also the small 

cavities are active. 

The density of active sites on the electrode surface equals its bubble 

population density. Sillen et al. [9] determined the effect of current 

density, salution flow velocity, temperature and pressure on the average 

bubble population density, d, both for an oxygen -and a hydrogen-evolving 

vertical transparent nickel electrode in 1 M KOH at 303 K, and 101 kPa, 

in both free and forced convection. They found that the bubble population 

density increases with increasing current density, decreases with 

increasing salution flow velocity and temperature, and increases with 

increasing gas pressure [2, 9, 10]. Additionally, it also depends on the 

nature of gas evolved, the surface texture of the electrode, the 

electrolyte composition and on the position and geometry of the 

electrode. The bubble population density fluctuates around a quasi

stationary average value. The amplitude and the time scale of these 

fluctuations depend on electrolytic conditions [2]. The generated gas 

bubble at the electrode will grow; due to the supersaturation near the 

electrode surface. Electrolytical bubble growth (mass transfer) is 

comparable with bubble growth in boiling liquids (heat transfer). 

Scriven [22] derived a theoretica! equation for asymptotic spherical 

bubble growth in an uniformly superheated infinite liquid medium by 

applying force, heat and mass balance at convectionless conditions. For 

an isothermal bubble growth and by neglecting surface tension, viscosity 

and long time effects, only the diffusion equation is required. The 

bubble growth is now limited by the diffusion rate of the dissolved gas 

through the liquid phase. Solving the diffusion equation, the attached

bubble radius, Ra, is obtained as function of time: 

R = 213(D t)112 
a g (3.4) 

where Dg = the diffusion coefficient of the dissolved gas, t = the time 

and 13 = a growth parameter, which is a function of the Jakob number: 
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(3.5) 

with cg = the average concentratien of dissolved gas in the vicinity of 

the gas bubble adhering to the electrode, and Pg = the gas density. 

The relation between ~ and Ja can be approximated by [11, 12]: 

(3.6) 

From single bubble growth experiments in free conveetien follows that 

almost no hydrodynamic conveetien occurs. It has been found that Ra 2 

increases linearly with growth time, t [2, 8, 11, 13]. The slope of the 

Ra2 versus t graph depends on the type of nucleus [11], thus each nucleus 

has its own value of ~. 

From the multiple bubble growth experiments at both free and forced 

conveetien it has been found that especially in the first part of the 

growth stage Ra2 increases linearly with time. If the bubble has reached 

a certain critical size, fluctuations in the growth pattern, due to 

interterenee and coalescence with neighbouring bubbles, occur. In spite 

of these fluctuations the experimental Ra 2 versus t relation remains 

linear. The bubbles present on a gas-evolving electrode are in different 

stages of growth. The initial radius of a bubble is given by relation 

(3.3). The maximum radius of a bubble present on a gas-evolving electrode 

depends on many factors, such as the number of active sites, the 

morphology of the electrode surface, the flow conditions at the electrode 

surface and the maximum bubble radius in a convectionless solution. 

3.2.2 Departure and rise 

Up to now, theoretica! studies on bubbles concern the departure mechanism 

of a single bubble growing on a horizontal wall in a convectionless 

liquid salution [14-16]. 

Chesters [16] derived the departure radius for two modes of bubbles 

formed slowly on a round, sharp-edged, horizontal orifice under 

isothermal conditions. 

His derivation is based on the "equilibrium bubble shape theory". 

During the growth of a bubble at a very smooth surface, the contact 

angle, ,, at first decreases and then, if the natural contact angle, ,
0

, 
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between the bubb1e and the wa11 is not reached, increases again (cf. Fig. 

3.1, cavity bubb1e). 

r-J0 ~~.. 0 N.,. 
-9,, ~~ 2R ' ~~ I~ ~ ~ 

, • I . 
I I 

' \ 0 : 0min > 0
0 

DEPARTURE 

AT INFLEXION 

POINT I 

'fig. 3.1 Scfumatic presentation of tfu growtli of a cavity 6u66{e, 'R.j= !1<c· 

~ ~ ~ \ 0o 

' ' ' . ·, (1 
' 0 = 00 

V< VI V = VI 
SPitEADING 

AT INFLEXION 
STARTS 

POINT I 

'fig. 3.2 Scfumatic presentation of t/Ugrowtfr. of aspreaáing 6u66fe, 'R.j> !1<c· 

0 = 90° 

V = Vmax 

ft 0o 

\ 

DEPARTURE 

V = Vmax F:::~ Vr 

In case ~ reaches the va1ue ~o• further growth occurs by spreading of the 

bubb1e beyond the orifice (cf. Fig. 3.2, spreading bubb1e). 

When the growth occurs according to the cavity bubb1e mode (index «), the 

bubb1e foot radius • Rf • equa1s the cavi ty mouth radius • Re • during the 

entire growth period (cf. Fig. 3.1) and the detached-bubb1e radius is 

given by: 

(3. 7) 

For the spreading bubb1e mode (index ~). Rf > Re (cf. Fig. 3.2) and the 

detached-bubb1e radius is: 

(3.8) 

where P1 = the 1iquid density, Pg = the gas (vapor) density and g = the 

gravitationa1 acce1eration. 

Eq. (3.8) is va1id for a bubb1e with free1y moving bubb1e foot, and a 
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contact angle limited to 30°. This equation was first presented by Fritz 

[17]. His derivation was based on the force balance equation, which 

included buoyancy, adhesion due to surface tension, and an upward 

directed correction force acting on the bubble at departure [17]. 

For the derivation of the departure radius, Rd, in case of a fast growing 

bubble, also forces such as: liquid intertia, surface tension, viscosity 

and modified buoyancy force have to be considered [18, 19]. 

The effect of subatmospheric pressure on the departure radius, Rd, has 

been expressed by Cole and Shulman [15]: 

(3.9) 

where c a pressure-dependent constant and p the subatmospheric 

pressure. 

Slooten [14] developed an equation for the maximal bubb1e departure 

volume, Vdmax' for a bubble growing on a vertica1 wa11 with its foot 

attached to the mouth of the cavity, a "cavity bubb1e". 

He assumed, among other things, that during the attachment of the bubb1e 

on the wall the upward buoyancy force equals the downwarcis component of 

the adhesion force, and obtained: 

(3.10) 

The radius of bubbles detached from a gas-evolving electrode varies in a 

wide range, due to fluctuation in the salution flow induced by departure, 

rise and coalescence of bubbles and to differences in the size and shape 

of cavities [20]. 

The natural rising velocity of the departing single bubble according to 

Stokes is : 

(3.11) 

Re 

where vb = the rising velocity of the departing single bubble, '1 = the 

viscos i ty of the sol ut ion and Re = the bubble Reynolds number. Eq. 3.11 

is valid if: 

• the bubble surfaces are immobile (due to surface active contamination 
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in the system); 

• Re < 1. 

The detached-bubble radius, Rd, for water at Re = 1 can be calculated 

with the equation Rd = (9n2/4p1g)l/3 is 61 ~· This means that Eq. 3.11 

is mainly valid for very small bubbles. The velocity of a single bubble 

increases with increasing rate of forced solution flow. Moreover, the 

velocity of a bubble in a bubble swarm is lower in comparison to the 

velocity of a bubble in a solution without bubbles. 

The ratio of the average bubble velocity to the average electrolyte 

velocity is called the slip ratio. The slip ratio depends on many factors 

and is, in general, unknown. 

Funk and Thorpe [21] determined experimentally the slip ratio for oxygen 

and hydrogen gas bubbles. The slip ratio for both gases was found to be 

nearly one. 

3.2.3 Parameters characterizing the behaviour of attached-bubbles 

In order to characterize the bubble behaviour, the following bubble 

parameters have been formulated to describe observations at a 

gas-evolving electrode with Ni attached-bubbles at a geometrie surface 

area of Ai (i: frame number): 

di bubble population density for frame i; di = Ni/Ai, average 

density of bubble population for n frames; 

(3.12) 

Ra,i average radius of attached-bubbles for frame i: the radius of 

an adhered bubble j on frame i is denoted by Ri,j; Ra,i = 

~i R • ./N. 
1.. 1,J 1 

(3.13) 

j=l 

Ra average radius of attached-bubbles for n frames; 

n 
R = I: R ./n a a,1 

(3.14) 

i=l 

Rm,i radius of the biggest attached-bubble on frame i; 
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Rs average Sauter radius of attached-bubbles for n frames; 
n 3 
i~l R ./n 

R a,1 (3.15) 
s n 2 

i~l R ./n a,1 

si degree of screening of the electrode by attached-bubbles for 

frame i; i.e. the fraction of the electrode surface, covered by 

the projection of the bubbles; 

s 

Ni 2 
s 1. J'~l 11'R . ./A. 1,] 1 

average degree 

attached-bubbles; 

of screening 

(3.16) 

of the electrode by 

(3.17) 

degree of screening of the electrode at a distance x from the 

electrode by attached-bubbles for frame i at 0 < x < 2~,i• 

i.e. the fraction of the electrode surface, covered by the 

projection at a distance x from the electrode by attached

bubbles; 

s.(x) 
1 

where 

A •• (x) 
1,J 

Ni 
.1:

1 
A .. (x)/A. 

J= 1,] 1 

2 11'(2R. . x-x ) 
1,] 

(3 .18) 

the cross-section of the attached-

bubble diameter of bubble j in frame i at a distance x from the 

electrode surface, cf. Fig. 3.3; since the bubbles are almost 

Electrode 
wal\ 

__ , 
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completely spherical, it can be assumed that si (0) 

si(2Rg.,i) = 0. 

0 and 

s(x) average degree of screening of the electrode at a distance x 

from the electrode by attached-bubbles in a frame; 

n 
s(x) = .E1 s.(x)/n 

J= 1 
(3.19) 

volume of attached spherical bubbles per unit area in frame i; 

V • a,1 
Ni 4 3 

.E1 -3 'II'R. j/A. 
J= 1, 1 

(3.20) 

average volume of attached-bubbles per unit area; 

n 
V E V /n (3.21) 

a i=l a,i 

3.3 Experimental 

3.3.1 Determination of attached-bubble parameters 

The experimental set-up for measurement of bubble parameters is sketched 

schematically in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5. 

PLATr:-cou;rrr:R 
ELECTRODE 

-8-·~· 
INLET 

!Jitf. 3.4 Scfumaticai set-up for measurement of 6u66{e parameters. 
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The electrolysis was carried out in a perspex cell divided into two equal 

compartments (3 cm wide, 1 cm deep and 10 cm high) by a transparent 

cation-exchange membrane (Nafion 117). The cell is schematically 

represented in Fig. 3.4. 

A perspex support of the working electrode was placed in the working 

electrode compartment, so that the cross-section of solution flow at the 

level of the working electrode was 72 mm2 and the distance from the 

working electrode to the membrane 3 mm. 

The optically transparent working electrode is schematically givel). in 

Fig. 3.6. 

It consists of a glass (6.0 x 1.2 x 0.13 cm), of which the upper part of 

about 4 cm has been coated by sputtering it with platinum to about 30 nm. 

For current-supply purposes, a thin platinum sheet with a window, 0.2 cm 

wide and 2.3 cm high, was glued onto the platinum coating layer and the 

surface of the sheet was isolated with opaque sealing wax. 

The connter electrode was a perforated, 22 cm2 nickel plate. It was 

situated in the middle of the cotmter-electrode compartment against the 

membrane. At working electrode height a hole was cut out of the connter 

electrode to ensure adequate passage of light. 

The working electrode compartment was connected to a solution flow 

circuit, which consisted of a pump (Schmitt-Kreisel, type MPN-100), a 

flowmeter (no. 3F-3/8-25-5/36), a heat exchanger, a degassing reservoir 

and taps. The heat exchanger was thermostatted. 

The working electrode compartment was filled with a solution of 4 M NaCl 

plus 0.1 M HCl, and was saturated with chlorine gas. 

The connter electrode compartment was filled with a solution of 10 M 

NaOH. The electrodes were fed galvanostatically (Delta Elektronika, 

E030-l) and the current measured with an anuneter (Keitly 191 digital 

mul timeter). 

The optical arrangement used is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3. 3. 

Against-the-light photography was used. For this film technique it was 

necessary to use a transparent plane vertical Pt-electrode. The benefit 

of this method works out in a sharply contrasted image of the bubble 

botmdary seen on the pictures. Visibility of the attached-bubbles is not 

disturbed by rising bubbles, since the active side of the transparent 

electrode is focussed toward the light source. The bubbles were filmed 

with a high-speed film camera (Hitachi, NAC 16HD). The light souree was a 
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Hg-lamp (Oriel, model 6144) and was placed at the opposite side of the 

camera. To focus the light beam on the active side of the transparent 

electrode, two positive lenses and one diaphragm were used. Due to the 

small sizes of the bubbles a microscope was required to measure the 

bubble diameter. In order to determine the magnification factor, a 

graduated scale of 1 mm was divided in 100 equal parts and placed at the 

position of the working electrode. 

The camera initiated a light mark on the edge of the film every 

millisecond, so that the picture frequency could be determined. 

Sharp pictures were obtained at picture frequencies of 100 to 500 frames 

per second for low and high current densities, respectively. 

The exposed films (Kodak, 4-x reversal film 7277) were developed in a 

combilabor (Old Delft CMB-A-2). The bubble diameters and the number of 

bubbles on the surface of the working electrode (0.02939 cm2) were 

measured on the screen of a motion analyser (Hitachi, NAC MC-OB/PH-160B). 

The data obtained were punched on paper tape and processed by the 

univers i ty computer system (Burroughs 7700). The computer programm was 

able to calculate different bubble parameters, such as: average bubble 

radius, average degree of screening, etc. The measured values of the 

bubble parameters were averaged, because of their fluctuation. To cover 

the bubble behaviour in different stages, approximately ten frames of the 

film for each experimental condition were used to obtain sufficiently 

accurate bubble parameters. 

Unless otherwise mentioned, the experiments were performed 

galvanostatically with a chlorine-evolving transparent platinum electrode 

in 4 M NaCl plus 0.1 M HCl solution, at atmospheric pressure, 298 K and a 

solution flow velocity of 0.05 m/s. 

No results could be obtained at a higher temperature (353 K), because the 

transparent platinum electrode started to crack from a temperature of 

approximately 323 K onwards, and finally peeled off. Further efforts to 

improve the transparent electrode have not re sul ted in a stable working 

electrode. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Preceeding remarks 

The bubble parameters of attached-bubbles at the electrode surface 
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fluctuate around a quasi-stationary state [2]. 

The extent of the fluctuation depends on many factors, for instanee: 

electrode orientation, nature of gas evolved and electrolyte conditions. 

Additionally, the quasi-stationary state changes with increasing 

electrolysis time and finally becomes nearly constant. To cover the 

bubble behaviour in different stages, an adequate nwnber of film frames 

has to be used to obtain sufficiently accurate bubble parameters. It has 

been found that approximately 10 successive pictures were required to 

obtain reliable averages of the bubble parameters. 

The filming of the bubbles was started 15 minutes after electrolysis to 

enable the system to reach a steady state. Bubble evolution was uniformly 

distributed over the transparent electrode surface. 

3.4.2 Effect of current density 

The effect of current density on the bubble parameters d, Ra• Rs• s and 

Va• is given in Table 3.1. 

·Nature of gas i(kA m-2) v
8

(m s-1 ) d[ (mm)-21 Ra(~m) a.<~> Va(~m) 

c12 5 ö.05 19 112 164 0.95 208 
4 0.05 .zo· 109 180 0.99 240 

0.05 17 113 209 0.96 268 

2 0.05 14 108 224 0.81 242 
1 0.05 13 107 301 0.87 357 
0.5 0.05 12 97 303 0.67 279 
0.25 0.05 6 135 300 0.61 244 

0.1 0.05 2 225 380 0.48 243 

0.5 0.05 10 114 317 0.80 335 
2 0.05 15 120 213 0.96 277 

<Ta6fe 3.1 'Effect of i on á, !F..at !JV s aná '11 afor clilorine-evo{ving verticol transparent pfatinum efectroáe 

in 4 M !J{ge{ pfus 0.1 M :J{C{ sofution at 101 f;tJ'a, 2981(aná v
5

- 0.05 m s·1. 
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The results are tabulated in sequence of performance of the experiments. 

Table 3.1 shows that Ra and Rs decreases rapidly with increasing current 

density in the current density range from 0.1 to 1 kA/m2 and slowly at i 

> 1 kA/m2. The volume of attached-bubbles is practically independent of 

the current density for the current range from 0.1 to 5 kA/m2. 

Since the projections of some attached-bubbles coincide partly or 

completely, the calculated degree of screening, s, is toa high. 

Therefore, s(x) has been calculated. 

In Fig. 3. 7, s(x) is plotted as a function of the distance from the 

electrode surface, x, for various current densities. The figure shows 

curves with a maximum. This maximum, s(x)max• increases at a decreasing 

rate with increasing current density. 

Since the contribut ion of detached-bubbles is not taken into account, 

s(x)max gives too smal! a value for the degree of screening of the 

electrode by bubbles. To campare s and s(x)max• bath are represented in 

Fig. 3.8. This figure shows that s reaches a limiting value already at a 

lower current density than s(x)max· In Fig. 3.9 the ratio s/(1-s) is 

plotted as a function of current density on a double logarithmic scale, 

at T = 298 K and vs = 0.05 m s-1. 

The relation between the degree of screening and the current density can 

be given by: 

s 
1-s 

Rearrangement of this relation gives: 

where a1 and n1 are constants. The curve of Fig. 3.8 obeys the 

equation: 

5.6(i)0 "9 
s = -~~:::..!.... __ _ 

1 + 5.6(i)0 •9 

where i is given in kA/m2. 
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3.4.3 Effect of solution flow velocity 

The effect of solution flow velocity was measured at increasing vs. The 

bubble parameters are given in Table 3.2. 

Nature of gas v8 (m .-1 ) i(kA m-2) d[ (mm)-2) Ra(pm) R8 (~m) V
8

4Jm) 

C12 0.020 15 111 245 0.93 307 

0.035 15 119 230 0.96 302 

0.050 17 105 185 0.83 185 

0.075 2 18 217 217 0.89 263 

0.100 2 16 104 196 0.83 222 

'Ta6fe 3.2 'Effect of v s on á, !7ta 1 !lts 1 s antf '11 afor a chlorine-evo{ving ve:rticaf tran5parmt pfatinum 

efectroáe in 4 !M 9{pe{ pfus 0.1 !M 1{(:{ sofution at 101 f:!fa, 2981\.antf i= 2 /(ft m·2. 

This table shows that Ra, Rs, s and Va decrease slowly with increasing 

vs. The effect of v s on d is questionable. It may be concluded that d 

increases a little with increasing vs. 

Fig. 3.10 shows s(x) as a function of x for various vs. 

The maximum value of s(x), s(x)max• and s are plotted as a function of vs 

in Fig. 3.11. This figure shows that s(x)max and s decrease with 

increasing vs. 

In Fig. 3.12, the ratio s/s0 -s is plotted versus the solution flow 

velocity on a double logarithmic scale at T = 298 K and i = 2 kA m-2• 

The relation between the degree of screening and the solution flow 

velocity can be represented by: 

n2 
s --=a v s -s 2 s (3.25) 
0 

Rearranging equation (3.25) yields: 

(3.26) 

where s
0 

the maximum of screening at natural convection, obtained 

by extrapolation of the s/v curve (s = 1, cf. Fig. 3.11), depends 
s 0 

on current density [3,5]; a 2 and n2 are constant. The curve of 

Fig. 3.11 obeys the equation 
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s 
1.2 (v )-0.6 

s 

1 + 1.2 (v )-0 •6 
s 

3.5 Discussion 

(3.27) 

The results from Tabel 3.1 indicate that the bubble population density, 

d, and the attached-bubble radius, Ra, increases, respectively, decreases 

with increasing i. The supersaturation concentratien of dissolved gas at 

the electrode surface is small at small i (cf. Eq. 3.2). Hence, according 

Eq. 3.3, only big cavities will be activated. 

At increasing i, the supersaturation of dissolved gas will increase (see 

results Chapter 4), so that small cavities become also active. 

Consequently, d and Ra increases, respectively 0 decreases with increasing 

i. 

As the degree of screening, s, is proportional to d Ra, and, in 

addition, d increases faster with increasing i than Ra decreases with 

increasing i, s increases with increasing i. 

During the growth the chlorine bubble remains at its initiation site. 

Even at a solution flow velocity of 0.1 ms-1 , the position of the 

chlorine bubble does not change, supporting the assumption that the 

bubbles are cavity bubbles (cf. Section 5.5). 

The volume of attached chlorine bubbles per unit area of electrode 

surface is almost independent of the current density for the entire range 

of current density. Table 3.2 shows that the attached-bubble radius 

decreases with increasing solution flow velocity, vs, because increasing 

vs increases the upward force on the attached-bubbles. Consequently, 

smaller bubbles are expected. Fig. 3.8 shows that the degree of 

screening, s, is very high and almost constant, approximately 0.96, at i 

~ 2 kAm-2; s(x)max is also almost constant, viz. 0.8, at i ~ 4 kAm-2• 

This high degree of screening suggests that the gas voidage of the 

liquid-bubble layer near the surface of the gas-evolving electrode with a 

thickness of the average diameter of the attached-bubbles (about 220 ~) 

must be very high. 

Taking the different calculation methods for s and s(x)max into account, 

it can be shown that the gas voidage is > 0.60. 

The maximum gas voidage can be derived from geometrie considerations for 

several lattice types of bubble arrangement. 
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For example, if we assume bubbles of the same size in a body-centered 

cubic structure, then the maximum gas veidage is 0.52. For a 

face-centered cubic close-packed structure this value is 0.74. 

By camparing the results, it can be concluded that the gas-veidage in the 

220 ~ thick liquid-bubble layer is about maximum. 

This high gas-veidage near the electrode surface increases the ohmic 

resistance of the liquid-bubble layer near the surface of a gas-evolving 

electrode significantly, especially, when the electrode is a flat-plate 

electrode. It should be emphasized that this bubble effect can be reduced 

to a negligable value by applying the appropriate electrode contiguration 

( cf. Chapter 9). 
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Chapter 4 

Gas supersaturation at gas-evolving electrodes 

under conditions of forced convection 

4.1 Introduetion 

The phenomenon of gas supersaturation has already been stipulated in 

Section 3.2.1. 

The supersaturation concentration, c0 

g 
s cg, depends on many factors, such 

as: rate of gas formation, solution velocity, number of active nucleation 

sites, nature and solubility of the gas evolved, growth rate of bubbles, 

bubbles si ze, coalescence behaviour and the adhesion of bubbles to the 

electrode surface. All these factors affect each other in a very complex 

manner. 

Up till now, only some experimental results have been published on gas 

supersaturation. Moreover, they show wide scattering [1], seeming to be 

caused by the different applied measuring techniques. 

The method used to determine the supersaturation for hydrogen, oxygen and 

chlorine is based on the determination of the efficiency of gas bubble 

evolution and of the mass transfer coefficient for the indicator ion 

moving towards the gas-evolving electrode. 

In Section 4.2, the experimental equipment and conditions are described. 

In Section 4.3, the results are presented. The results are discussed in 

Section 4.4. 

4.2 Experimental 

A schematic diagram of the measuring system is shown in Fig. 4.1. 

The working electrode cernpartment had an inner cross section of 1.35 cm2 

and a length of about 10 cm and was provided with a wire-type working 

electrode. This wire electrode was placed vertically in the middle of the 

tube opposite both membranes. 

Two platinum plates of about 30 mm2 each were used as counter electrodes. 

To obtain a stable laminar liquid flow, a grid was placed in the lowest 

part of the cell. 

The current was adjusted galvanostically (Delta Electronika, E 015-20) 
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and measured with an ammeter (Keitly 191, digital multi- meter). The 

sol ut ion volume in the working electrode campartment was about 500 cm3• 

The volumetrie flow-rate of the thermostatted solution through the 

working electrode campartment was measured with a calibrated flow meter 

(F & P Co., Precision Bore flowrator, tube No. F.P.-3/8-25-G-5/36, 

stainless steel or glass float). 

For the hydrogen and oxygen experiments, the working electrode was a 

nickel wire with a diameter of 0.5 x lo-3 m and a length of 2.8 x 10-3 m 

( surface area 4. 59 x w-6 m2); the working electrode and the counter 

electrode campartment were filled with 1 M and 10 M KOH, respectively. In 

case of the chlorine evolution, a platinum wire working electrode was 

used; the working electrode campartment was filled with 0.5 M HCl and the 

counter electrode campartment with 6 M HCl. 

High-concentration KOH and HCl solutions were used in the counter 

electrode campartment to avoid exhaustion. The mass transfer 

coefficients, kfi (for ferricyanide ions at a hydrogen-evolving 

electrode), kfo (for ferrocyanide ions at a oxygen-evolving electrode and 

kco (for cero ions at a chlorine-evolving electrode), were determined in 

sequence of increasing current densities at constant solution flow 

velocity. 

Sixty minutes after the previous sampling, a new sample of 50 ml was 

taken and analyzed, etc. The time of electralysis for each series of 

electralysis was about 5 hours. 

The bulk concentrations of ferrocyanide, c8 fo• and ferricyanide, csfi• 

formed during the hydrogen and oxygen evolution, respectively, were 

determined with a platinum disc electrode, rotating at 64 rps. 

The concentration of ceri ions, c8 ci• formed during the chlorine 

evolution, was determined potentiometrically with 0.005 M 

ferroammoniumsulfate solution. The re sul ts obtained by this metbod we re 

more reliable than those with the RDE method. 

It bas been found that csfo• csfi and c8 ei increased linearly with time 

of electrolysis, te. The mass transfer coefficients, kfi• kfo and kco 

were calculated from : 
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(4.3) 

where V s = the solution volume in the werking electrode compartment in 

m3; csfi• csfo and csco are the average bulk concentrations of the 

indicator ions in kmol m-3 during the electrolysis; Ae = the surface area 

of the werking electrode in m2 and 

s s 
dcfo dcfi 

~·~ e e 

and cs./t , 
c1 e 

4.3 Results 

des. 
and C1 

~ 
s s are the slopes of the linear function cf

0
/te, cfi/te 

e 

respectively. 

4.3.1 Mass transfer coefficient 

As known, diffusion determines both the ferricyanide reduction at iH > 0 

kA m-2 and the ferrocyanide oxidation at i 0 > 0.1 kA m-2 [3]. 

This means that under these conditions the concentratien of the indicator 

ions at the electrode surface, c0 i, is zero. 
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The mass transfer coefficient ki of the indicator ion i, towards a 

gas-evolving electrode, is calculated with: 

v. 
]. -1 

(m s ) (4.4) 

where vi = the rate of oxidation or reduction of the indicator ion i 

(kmol s-1 ), es i = the concent ration of the indicator ions in the bulk 

(kmol m-3), Ae = the electrode surface (m2), ni = number of electrons, 

involved in the electrode reaction for indicator ion i (keq. kmol-1, in 

our case 1), F = 96.487xl06 (e keq-1 ) and Ii = the current for the 

oxidation or reduction of the indicator ion i. So Ii = niFvi and, 

consequently, both IH, I 0 , or Iel = I-Ii, where IH, I 0 and Iel are the 

currents required for the formation of hydrogen, oxygen and chlorine 

(kA), respectively, and I the adjusted current (kA). For the 

simultaneous and stationary electrolysis, the diffusion layer of the 

indicator ion, ói, and of the dissolved gas, óg, are related by: 

[
D]l/3 [D]2/3 
~ or k = ~ k. 
Di g Di J. 

-1 (m s ) (4.5) 

where kg = the mass transfer coefficient of the dissolved gas; Dg and Di 

are the diffusion coefficients of the dissolved gas and the indicator 

ion, respectively (m2 s-1). These formulae are based on the assumption 

that mass transfer of the indicator ion and of the dissolved gas occur 

simultaneously, but in opposite direction. 

4.3.2 Supersaturation concentratien at gas-evolving electredes 

The part of gas generated at an electrode, that is not absorbed by the 

bubbles present on the electrode surface, is transported as dissolved gas 

to the bulk-solution by diffusion, forced conveetien and conveetien 

induced by detached and _rising bubbles. 

The transport rate of the dissolved gas from the electrode surface into 

the bulk-solution = (1-nb)iglngF. 

(] s 
We assume that this rate equals k (c - c ), g g g 

where: nb = the efficiency of gas bubble evolution (cf. Section 5.4), ig 
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= the electric current density for total gas evolution (kA rn-2), ng = the 

nurnber of electrons, involved in the electrode reaction to forrn one 

molecule of gas (ng = 4 keq krnol-1 for 02, ng = 2 for both H2 and Cl 2), F 

= the Faraday constant, c0 g = the surface concentratien of dissolved gas 

at the electrode surface, including the saturation concentratien and csg 

= the concentratien of dissolved gas in the bulk-solution at 298 K and 

101 kPa (krnol rn-3). 

Consequently, c0 g can be calculated by the equation: 

cr c 
g 

(1-.,b)i g 
n F k 

g g 

s 
+ c 

g 
-3 (krnol rn ) 

4.3.3 Hydrogen-evolving electrode 

(4.6) 

The rnass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion ferricyanide, kfi' is 

plotted versus iH in Fig. 4.2 for a hydrogen-evolving Ni electrode in 1 M 

KOH as supporting electrolyte, at 298 K and vs = 0.12 rn s-1 . Fig. 4.2 

shows that kfi = (3.60 + 0.28 iH) x lo-5 rn s-1 with iH expressed in kA 

rn-2. The kfi increases relatively slightly with increasing current 

density for hydrogen evolution. 

The rnass transfer coefficient, kf,fi• at forced convection and in absence 

of gas formation has been obtained by deterrnining the lirniting current of 

ferricyanide reduction, at a working-electrode potential of -0.5 V vs. 

SCE: kf,fi = 1.2 x lo-5 rn s-1, at vs = 0.12 rn s-1 and T = 298 K. 

Linear extrapolation of kfi to iH = 0 gives a value of 3.60 x lo-5 rn s-1 , 

which is higher than the value of kf,fi• The rnass transfer coefficient of 

hydrogen, kH, equals (DH/Dn) 213 kfi, where DH 30 x 10-10 rn2 s-1 [4] 

and Dfi 7.9 x 10-lO rn2 s-1 [5] and kH = (8.76 + 0.68 iH) x lo-5 rn s-1 , 

with iH expressed in kA rn-2. 

The supersaturation concentratien of dissolved hydrogen at the electrode 

surface, c0 H, equals: 

-3 (krnol rn ) (4. 7) 

The efficiency of hydrogen bubble evolution, 'lH• and the saturation 

concentrat ion csH = 0. 52 10-3 krnol rn-3 for hydrogen at 101 kPa are 

reported inSection 5.4 and [4]. 

The degree of hydrogen supersaturation, i.e. the ratio c0 H/csH is shown 
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as a function of iH in Fig. 4.3. This figure indicates that ccrH/csH 

increases rapidly with increasing iH in the current density range from 0 

to 2 kA m-2• 

4.3.4 Oxygen-evolving electrode 

Fig. 4.2 shows the mass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion fo, 

kfo• as a function of i 0 for an oxygen-evolving electrode in 1 M KOH, at 

298 K and vs = 0.12 m s~l. This curve fits kfo = (1.60 + 1.51 i 0 ) xlo-5 m 

s-1 with iH expressed in kA m-2 

The kfo value increases linearly and rather steep with increasing current 

density for oxygen evolution. The kf ,f0 -value for the fo-oxidation in 

absence of gas formation, at 298 K and vs = 0.12 m s-1 and at a working

electrode potential of +0.45 V was 1.1 x 10-5 m s-1. 
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The linear extrapolation of kfo to i 0 = 0 gives kf = 1.60 x 10-S m s-1. 

Both mass transfer coefficients are approximately the same. 

The mass transfer coefficient of oxygen, k0 , is given by (D0/Df
0

)
213 kfo• 

where n0 = l.S9 x lo-9 m2 s-1 [4] and Dfo 7.0 x lo-10 m2 s-1 [5], i.e. 

k0 = (2.76 + 2.61 i 0 ) x lo-S m s-1 with i 0 in kA m-2. 

The concentration of dissolved oxygen at the electrode surface , c 0
0 = 

(l-n0 )i0/n0Fko + c8
0 , where c8

0 = 0.89 x lo-3 kmol m-3 at 101 kPa and n0 
= the efficiency of oxygen bubble evolution; see cf. Section S.4 and [6]. 

Fig. 4.3 indicates that c0
0/cs0 increases very fast with increasing i 0 in 
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the current density range of 0 to 1 kA m-2 and then it increases more 

slightly. 

4.3.5 Chlorine-evolving electrode 

No oxidation of cero took place at a Pt or a Ru02 electrode in 4 M NaCl + 

0.1 M HCl solution or in 1 M HCl [4]. In both solutions ceri was quite 

unstable and even ~xidizes Cl- into chlorine. A diffusion limited current 

for cero oxidation was obtained at a Pt electrode in 0.5 M HCl at iel > 

1.5 kA m-2, where the werking electrode potential was > 1.8 V vs. SCE. 

The determination of ceri formed (in 0.5 M HCl) was carried out 

potentiometrically with 0.005 M ferroammoniumsulfate solution; the 

concentratien found was corrected. 

The mass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion cero, kco = (0.05 + 

0.37 i 01 ) x 10-S m s-1 (cf. Fig. 4.2) with iel expressed in kA m-2• -The 

kco increases relatively slowly with increasing iel· The mass transfer 

coefficient of chlorine, kcl = (Dc11Dc0 ) 2/3 kco• where Del = 1.22 x lo-9 

m2 s-1 [6] and Deo = 7.1 x 10-10 m2 s-1 [4]. Therefore, kcl = (0.09 + 

0.64 iel) x 10-S m s-1. 

The concentration of dissolved chlorine at the electrode surface, c0 cl = 

(1-~cl)icl/nclFkcl + cscl• where cscl = 22 x lo-3 kmol m-3 at 101 kPa and 

~Cl = the efficiency of chlorine evolution; see cf. Section 5.4 and [3]. 

The degree of supersaturation of chlorine is, according to Fig. 4.3, 

independent of iel in the current density range of 2 to 8 kA m-2• 

4.4 Discussion 

Gas bubbles attached to the electrode surface hinder the mass transfer of 

indicator ions to the electrode surface. It seems that mass transfer is 

enhanced by slipping of attached-bubbles and by detached and rising 

bubbles. 

Generally speaking, gas evolution enhances mass transfer of the indicator 

ions to the electrode surface. The degree of enhancement depends mainly 

on the gas bubble behaviour in question. Gas bubbles generated at the 

electrode surface can be divided into [7, 8]: 

gas bubbles, attached weakly to the electrode surface; they are 

slipping at the electrode surface, and detach in a slow rate from the 

electrode surface, and rise upwards in the solution; thereby, a 
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relatively weak solution flow velocity near the electrode surface is 

induced (e.g. hydrogen bubbles generated on a nickel electrode in 

alkaline solution); 

gas bubbles, attached strongly to the electrode surface; they touch 

surrounding attached-bubbles and coalesce during their growth; 

depending on the size of the coalesced bubbles, the new bubbles formed 

suddenly jump perpendicularly from the electrode surface and so cause 

a strong solution flow near the electrode surface (e.g. oxygen bubbles 

generated on a nickel electrode in alkaline solution). 

It was found that the mass transfer coefficient, kfi• at a forced 

convected hydrogen-evolving electrode is about three times higher than 

kf ,fi (the rnass-transfer coefficient of the fi indicator ion at forced 

convection in the absence of gas bubble evolution). This can be explained 

qualitatively by the fact that, at very low current density, the weakly 

attached hydrogen bubbles are slipping at the electrode surface, causing 

an additional solution flow near the electrode surface. Therefore, the 

mass transfer near the electrode surface will increase. 

For an oxygen evolving electrode, kf,fo is approximately the same as kfo· 

This means that, at low current density, the strongly attached oxygen 

bubbles at the electrode surface induce practically no solution flow near 

the electrode surface. Fig. 4.2 shows that kfo increases stronger with 

increasing current density than in case of kfi or kco' This is due to the 

coalescence behaviour of attached oxygen bubbles at high current denstiy. 

As mentioned before, the detached oxygen bubbles jump perpendicularly 

from the electrode surface and cause a jet flow to the electrode surface, 

resulting in a significant enhancement of the mass transfer of the 

indicator ion to the surface of an oxygen evolving electrode. Probably, 

the solution flow induced by the hydrogen or chlorine bubbles in the 

vicinity of the electrode surface is not that strong, because of the 

absence of coalescence. Some experimental re sul ts concerning the degree 

of supersaturation for a hydrogen- and an oxygen- evolving electrode have 

been published. Thus, Komshaya et al. [9] reported a degree of 

supersaturation (c0 g/csg) of 10 to 15 for a nickel oxygen evolving 

electrode in 5.8 M KOH; Shibata [10-13] used different techniques and 

found at iH > 2 kA m-2 a degree of supersaturation of 23 to 165 for a 

hydrogen evolving platinum electrode in 1 M H2so4 , and for a oxygen 

evolving platinum electrode in 1 M H2so4 , a degree of 71. 

Rotating ring-disc and ring-cone electrodes were also used to determine 
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the degree of supersaturation [9,14]. 

The results obtained in Fig. 4.3 indicate that the degree of 

supersaturation of hydrogen and oxygen, respectively, increases with 

increasing current density. At i 0 > 1 kA m-2, the degree of oxygen 

supersaturation tends to level out, perhaps because of coalescence. 

Similar results were found by Shibata [10-13]. 

Supersaturation concentratien values of chlorine are not yet available in 

literature and are presented here for the first time. It appears that 

supersaturation is constant over .a wide range of current densities for 

chlorine evolution. The experimental values for the degree of super

saturation are beyend the maximum value and can be calculated with: 

(4.8) 

with n the pertaining overpotential. 

However • a satisfying explanation needs more data, especially about the 

kinetics of dissolution. 
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Chapter 5 

Bubble departure and efficiency of gas 

bubble evolution for a chlorine-, a hydrogen

and an oxygen-evolving wire electrode 

5.1 Introduetion 

Electrogenerated bubbles at gas-evolving electredes have received much 

attention, because of their industrial importance. 

All theoretica! work performed in the past 

mechanism of a single growing bubble on a 

convectionless solution. 

concerns the departure 

horizontal wall in a 

The bubble departure radius of a relatively large bubble can be 

calculated with the Chesters equation (cf. Section 3.2.2). It is quite 

difficul t to verify the calculated re sult experimentally, because the 

required contact angle of the bubble or the bubble foot radius are 

generally unknown and hardly determinable. 

It is evident that for practical, i.e. industrial purposes, the 

multi-bubbles system is important. At present no theoretica! treatment of 

the multi-bubbles system is available; the few experimental results 

publisbed are not very trustworthy and even questionable [1]. Therefore, 

it was decided to determine the bubble behaviour in a more thorough and 

comprehensive manner. 

So far, little has been done on the efficiency of gas bubble evolution at 

a gas-evolving electrode. Only some experimental results in that respect 

are known in the literature [2-5]. 

In this investigation the bubble parameters and the efficiency of gas 

bubble evolution were determined under semi-industrial conditions. In 

this chapter a short literature review is presented in Section 5.2. 

In Section 5.3, the experimental set-up of the determination of departure 

bubble parameters, efficiency of gas bubble evolution and preparatien 

metbod of electredes are described. The results obtained are presented in 

Section 5.4. The results are discussed and explained in Section 5.5. 

5.2 Literature review 

5.2.1 Size of depature bubbles 
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An extensive discussion about the size of departure bubbles is presented 

by Chesters [5] and van Stralen [6). 

Recently, Brandon and Kelsall [7] have given experimental bubble 

departure radii for hydrogen-, oxygen- and chlorine-evolving 

micro-electrodes, on which only one bubble was present. Their results 

cannot be explained by the presently derived theoretica! relations. They 

proposed that the electrastatic force between the bubble and electrode 

double layer controlled the bubble departure radius and that the gas and 

solid phase were separated by a thin liquid film. A similar idea was 

suggested by Coehn in 1933 [8]. In the same year Kabanow and Frumkin 

showed that during the departure process the electrastatic force is 

negligible in comparison to the buoyancy force. 

In their theory the contact angle, ~. is a major factor, being 

proportional to the electrode potential or the current density [9). 

5.2.2 Efficiency of gas bubble evolution 

The product at the gas-evolving electrode is only partly present as 

bubbles. This fraction is called the efficiency of gas bubble evolution, 

Tlb· 
Vogt [10] has reported some calculated results. Van Stralen et al. [11) 

and Brandon et al. [7) found experimentally, for a single-bubble 

electrode system, that 11b increases with increasing ratio of bubble to 

electrode radius, increasing degree of screening of the electrode by the 

attached bubble or with increasing circumference of the cross-section of 

the attached bubble. Sides and Tobias [ 12] calculated theoretically the 

current distribution around a spherical bubble in contact with a plane 

electrode. They found that the current density is zero at the contact 

point and that the current denstity is 10% and 80% of its undisturbed 

value at 0.44 Ra and 0.95 Ra• respectively, where Ra is the attached 

bubble radius, measured from the contact point. 

According to Dukovic and Tobias [13], the evolved gasfora multi-bubbles 

system is mainly formed at the unscreened electrode surface. 

5.3 Experimental 

5.3.1 Determination of bubble departure parameters and efficiency of gas 

bubble evolution 
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The experimental set-up of the electrolytic cell and solution flow 

circuit is almost the same as described in Fig. 4.1. Only the solution 

reservoir for the working electrode was bigger (about 2000 cm3). 

The optica! arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.1. 

-8·--t 
Hg-LAHP LENSES 

INLET-

:fig. 5.1 Optica[ set-up at forcd convection. 

0 

HIGH SPEED CAHERA 

The same optica! technique and computer program, as described in Section 

3.3, were used to measure the bubble parameters. The departing chlorine, 

hydrogen and oxygen bubbles were filmed with a high-speed film camera in 

a space 1.7 rnrn above the working electrode. 

The diameters of all evolved bubbles passing a imaginary line during a 

certain time (about 0. 8 second) we re measured by means of a motion 

analyser. 

By using a wire-working electrode, all evol ved gas bubbles we re in the 

pic tured area ( 1. 7 rnrn high and 1. 6 rnrn wide) • The depth of sharpness of 

the pictured area was sufficient to film all the bubbles, present in the 

filmed area, at picture frequencies of 2000 to 3000 frames per second. 

The measured bubble parameters were averaged, because of fluctuations. In 

order to cover the bubble behaviour in different stages, approximately 

500 frames of the film for each experimental condition were used to 

obtain sufficiently accurate bubble parameters for calculating the 

efficiency of gas bubble evolution (cf. Section 5.4). 

For the chlorine experiments, a solution of 4 M NaCl plus 0.1 M HCl was 

used as anolyte. A 1 M KOH solution has been used as catholyte for the 

hydrogen evolution and as anolyte for the oxygen evolution at 298 K. For 
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the hydrogen evolution at 353 K a 6.8 M NaOH has been used as catholyte. 

The solution flow circuit containing the counter-electrode campartment 

was generally filled with 10 M NaOH. 

The choice of the electralysis conditions was based on common industrial 

operation conditions of the chlor-alkali process. 

The working electrode consisted of a nickel or platinum wire (diameter 

0.5 mm) with or without a coating layer of Ru02 or Co3o4 • The le~gth of 

the wire was about 3 mm. 

5.3.2 Preparation of electrades 

5.3.2.1 Preparation of Ru02-electrode [14] 

The platinum-wire was placed during 10 minutes in concentrated eaustic at 

353 K and then in concentrated hydrochloric acid at 353 K. The wire was 

coated by dipping into a solution of 0.1 M Ruc13 and 20 wt% HCl, then 

dried at 353 K and heated during 10 minutes at 723 K. 

Th is procedure was repea ted s ix times. Finally, the wire was he a ted f or 

one hour at 723 K. 

5.3.2.2 Preparation of co3o4-electrode [15] 

The platinum-wire was etched during 10 minutes in concentrated 

hydrochloric acid at 353 K, then dipped into a 0.5 M Co(N03) 2 solution, 

dried for about 1 minute at 353 K and heated for 3 to 5 minutes at 623 K. 

This procedure was repeated three times. Finally, the wire was heated for 

one hour at 623 K. 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Characteristics of departing chlorine, hydrogen and oxygen bubbles 

Only part of the product formed during electralysis is evolved as 

bubbles, the rest of the product is dissolved into the solution. The rate 

of the gas bubble evolution is proportional to the current density, ib• 

being a fraction of the current density, ig• used for the total gas 

production. The bubble behaviour can be characterized by bubble 

parameters, such as bubble radius, bubble cross-section, bubble volume 
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and bubble frequency. 

Assuming that the bubbles formed during electralysis are saturated with 

water vapor, the volume of the gas is calculated by: 

V 
g 

(5 .1) 

where Vg = the volume of the gas (m3), V(g+HzO) = the volume of gas (g) 

plus water vapor (m3), p(g+HzO) the sum of the partial pressures of gas 

and water vapor is supposed to be 101 kPa. The hydrostatic head was not 

taken into account in the gas volume calculation because its value was 

negligible. 

The p(HzO) of different kinds of solution are given as a function of 

temperature in literature [16]. 

The values of characteristic quantities of attached-bubbles at the 

electrode surface fluctuate around a quasi-stationary state [17]. Due to 

variations in the nucleation properties of the electrode surface, the 

extent of the fluctuation depends, moreover, on electrode orientation, 

nature of the gas evolved and electrolytic conditions. 

Similar phenomena are expected to occur with detached-bubbles. Moreover, 

the quasi-stationary state changes with increasing electrolysis time and, 

finally, becomes practically constant. 

The values of the measured bubble parameters are averaged, because of 

their fluctuations. A common method for averaging is as follows: the 

bubble behaviour on a small surface is filmed during a certain period of 

time. To cover the bubble behaviour in different stages, an adequate 

number of frames of the film has to be used to obtain sufficiently 

accurate bubble parameters; then, the bubble parameters are averaged in 

time. 

It has been found that about 500 frames of the film are required to 

obtain reliably averaged values of the bubble parameters, at a film speed 

of 3000 frames per second. At the beginning of filming, the camera is not 

running steadily: it requires some time before becoming stationary; 

therefore, the first thousand frames of the film are skipped. 

Additionally, for each set of electralysis conditions a pre-electralysis 

time of about 30 minutes is required to enable the electrolytic system to 

be stabilized. 

From the experimental bubble radii we calculated: 
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where Rd,av = the average radius of detached-bubbles, Rd,i = the radius 

of detached-bubble i, n = the number of bubbles, R8 ,d,av = the average 

Sauter radius of detached-bubbles, (R2d>av = the average of the square of 

the bubble radii, and (R3 d>av = the average of the third power of the 

bubble radii. 

In the formula of Rd,av• the contribution of the small bubbles dominatea 

too much and that of the bigger bubbles too low. Therefore, it is 

preferabie to use R8 ,d,av· 

5.4.1.1 Effect of current density 

Fig. 5.2 shows the average Sauter radius of detached-bubbles, R8 ,d,av• as 

à function of the current density, ib, on a double logarithmic scale for 

chlorine and hydragen evolution at two temperatures, and for oxygen 

evolution at only one temperature. 

From Fig. 5.2 it follows that log Rs,d,av for all three gases increases 

linearly with increasing log ib, for ib from about 0.01 to 5 kA m-2• The 

experimental results showed that the average radius, Rd,av• the average 

square of radius, (R2d>av• the average third power of radius, (R3d>av• 

and the frequency of detached-bubbles, w, as a function of current 

density, ib, on a double logarithmic scale are linear too. 

These linear relations can be expressed by: 

R d,av 
and 

R =a4 ib s,d,av 

(5.4) 

The constants a1 to a5 and n1 to n5 are tabulated in table 5.1. 
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1ïtJ. 5.2 !itveraoe Sauter 6u66{e radius vs. tlie current iensity i 6 on a iou6{e fogaritlimic scafe for a 

liyirogen-evo{villtJ nicfi;F efectroie in 1 M ':l(OJ{, at 298 ':!(ani a so{ution Jfow vefocity of 0.12 

m s·1, ani in 6.8 M 'll(gOJ{, at 353 ':!(ani a so{ution Jfow of 0.05 m s·1; evenso Jor an 

OlQJ!Jtn-evo{villtJ nicli;F efectrotfe in 1 M ':l(OJ{, at 298 ':!(ani a so{ution Jfow vefocity of 0.12 m 

s·1, anifora cliforine-evo{ving 9WO.z/Pt efectrotfe in 4 M 'J{g(;{ + 0.1 M :Jfe{, at 298 ':!(ani 

353 ':!(ani a so{ution Jfow vefocity of 0.05 m s·1. 

Gas T vs ,o Electrode Electrolyte a 1xto5 "1 a 2xto9 nz a 3xtol3 "3 a 4xto5 "4 asxlo-6 ns 
(K) (m s-1) material 

ct 2 298 0.05 Ru02/Pt 4M NaCl+O .lM HCl 7. 2 0.17 6.0 0.46 5. 3 0.60 9.4 0.19 57 0.38 

c1 2 353 0.05 RuOz/Pt 4M NaCl+Ü .lM HCl 4. 7 0.13 3.2 0.14 2.9 0.13 10.5 0.07 220 0.95 

H2 298 0.12 Ni lM KOH 4.0 0.20 2. 2 0.49 1.3 0. 74 6.0 0.26 260 0.28 

Hz 353 0.05 Ni 6.8 M NaOH 4.6 0.22 2.5 0.43 1.6 0.55 6.6 0.15 330 0.47 

Oz 298 0.12 Ni 1 M KOH 4.8 0.24 2. 7 0.50 1.5 0.63 5.7 0.21 180 0.41 

The detached-bubble frequency, w, i.e. the number of detached-bubbles 

from the electrode per second and per m2 electrode surface, for chlorine, 

hydrogen and oxygen is plotted versus the current density, ib, on a 
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double logarithmic scale in Fig. 5.3. The parameters as and ns depend 

strongly on both the nature of the gas evolved and the temperature. 

5.4.1.2 Effect of solution flow velocity 

The average Sauter radius, Rs,d,av• for chlorine, hydrogen and oxygen 

bubbles is plotted as a function of solution flow velocity, vs,o~ for a 

constant ig in Fig. 5.4. 

From Fig. 5.4, it can be concluded that in the solution flow velocity 

range from 0 to 0.2 m s-1 the Rs,d,av for the three gases decreases 

linearly with increasing v8 , 0 at 298 K and 353 K. 

In Fig. 5.5, the detached-bubble frequency w versus v8 , 0 at constant ig 

is given for hydrogen, chlorine and oxygen. The results obtained show 

that in the solution flow velocity range from 0 to 0.12 m s-1 the 

detached-bubble frequency for the three gases increases linearly with 

increasing solution flow velocity, at 298 K and 353 K. 

5.4.1.3 Effect of temperature and electrode material 

In Fig. 5.6 the logarithm of average Sauter radius, Rs,d,av• for the 

three gases is shown as a function of the reciprocal temperature. The 

dependenee of Rs,d,av on the reciprocal temperature can be represented by: 

~ (5.5) 
T 

R = a
6

.10 s,d,av 

The parameters a6 and n6 of the three gases are given in table 5.2. 

The constante a6 and n6 depend on the solution flow velocity, the current 

density, the nature of the gas evolved, the electrode material and the 

electrolyte. The dependenee of the detached-bubble frequency on the 

temperature for chlorine, hydrogen and oxygen is showed in Fig. 5.7. The 

curves show that, in the temperature range from 298 K to 353 K at 

constant ig, the detached-bubble frequency for the three gases increases 

linearly with increasing temperature. 

For only the chlorine experiment the temperature was extended to 363 K. 

In the temperature range from 353 K to 363 K the detached-bubble 

frequency for chlorine increases rapidly with increasing temperature, 

probably due to water vapour formation. 
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m s·1, aná in 6.8 M '.J{p.OJ{, at 353 1( aná a so{ution j{cw of 0.12 m s·1; evenso for an 

o~en-evo{ving nicKs{ ekctroáe in 1 M 1(0J{, at 298 1(aná a so{ution j{cw ve(ccity of 0.12 m 

s·1, aná fora cfi{crine-evo{ving !1\!tOzi.Pt euctroáe in 4 M !J{aC{ + 0.1 M JfCC at 298 1(aná 

353 1(aná asoCution j{cw ve{ccity of 0.05 m s·1. 
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:fig. 5.4 Jtverage Sauter raáius of áetaclieá-6u66ks versus tlie so{ution j{cw ve{ccity for a 

liyárogen-evo{ving nickJ[ ekctroáe in 1 M 1(0J{, at 298 1( aná 1 K_;;t m·2, aná in 6.8 M 

'J{g.OJ{, at 353 1(aná 1 k__;;t m·2; evenso for an o~en-evo{ving nick.f{ ekctroáe in 1 M 1(0J{, 

at 298 1(aná 1 k__;;t m·2, aná fora cfi{cfine-evo{ving !1\!tOzi.Pt ekctroáe in 4 M !J{aC{ + 0.1 M 

7{g.c{ at 298 1(aná 353 ~ respective(y, at 2 /(ft m·2 aná 4 /(ft m·2. 
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!Tie· 5.5 '1Jetacnd-6u66fe frequeru:y versus tfu sofution ftow velecity of an OIIJI8en-evo{fling nicKP 
electroáe in 1 !M 9\Ç)!If, at 298 ~ aná 1 (ç?L m·2; evenso for an diloriru-evo{fling !l(jtO~ 

electroáe in 4 !M !/l{gC{ + 0.1 m !}{(;L, at 298 ~aná 353 qç respectWely, at 2 {ç?L m·2 aná 4 {ç?L 

m·2, aná fora liytfrogen-evolfling nic((p electroáe in 1 !M 9\ÇJ!If, at 298 ~aná 1 {ç?L m·2 aná in 

6.8 !M <J(pO!If, at 353 1(aná 1 (ç?L m·2 . 

E 

0 0 

0 

o Hz, Ni, 6.8M Na OH 

• Hz,Ni, 1M KOH 

•Oz,Ni, 1M KOH 

• ct2,Ru3o2tPt 

o Clz,Pt 

+Ct2,coo4 

!Tie· 5.6 .fll.verage Sauter radius- versus reciprocal temperafure on a singfe fcgarithmû: scafe for a 

liytfrogen-evo{fling nic((p electroáe in 1 !M 1(0!1{, at 1 {ç?L m·2 and a solution ftow velecity of 

0.12 m s·1, aná in 6.8 !M <J(pO!If, at 0.5 (ç?L m·2 aná asofution ftow velocity of 0.05 m s·1; 

evenso for a n OIIJI8en-evo{fling nic((p electroáe in 1 !M 9\Ç)!If, at 1 {ç?L m·2 aná a sofution ftow 
velecity of0.12 ms·1, aná fora diloriru-evo{fling electroáe of!l(jtO~, Pt aná Co304 in 4 !M 

!/l{gC{ + 0.1 !M Hel, at 2 (ç?L m·2 aná asofution ftow velecity of 0.05 m s·1. 
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Jïo. 5. 7 '1Jetadietf-6u66fe frequency versus tlie temperature for a liyárogen- evo{ving nicki{ efectroáe in 

1 'M 'l(OJl at 1 /(fl m·2 aná a so{ution flow vewcity of 0.12 m s·1; evenso for an 

o;cygen-evo{vin!J nic~ efectroáe in 1 'M '1(0:/t at 1 k_Jl m·2 aná a so{ution fww ve(ccity of 
0.12 m s·1, aná fora cfiWrine-evo{ving !.l(p.02f'Pt efectroáe in 4 m g{g(;{ + 0.1 'M J{C{ at 2 k_Jl 

m·2 aná asoCution Jfow vefocity of 0.05 m s·1. 

Gas ig vs,o Electrode Electrolyte* a6 .106 n6 
(kA m-2) (m s-1) material 

c1 2 0.05 Ruüz/Pt 4M NaC1+0.1M HC1 13.Z 2Z9 

C1z 0.05 Pt 4M NaC1+0 .1M HC1 13.Z Z29 

C1z 0.05 Co304 4M NaC1+0 .1M HC1 9.8 295 

Hz 0. 5 0.05 Ni 6.8 M NaOH 112 -200 

Hz 0.12 Ni 1 M KOH 34.7 40 

Oz 0 .1Z Ni 1 M KOH 15.9 -18Z 

* Saturated with Clz, Hz or Oz. 

'Ta6{e 5.2 'lTie vaCues of empirica{ constants a6 aná n6. 
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5.4.2 Efficiency of bubble evolution 

The efficiency of bubble evolution is defined by: 

5.6) 

i T 
where vg,o = ~ VM (theoretica! gas production rate, when the gas 

formed is completely taken up by bubbles, VM = the volume of one mol gas 

at 298 K and a pressure of 101 kPa = 24.5 x 10-3 m3 mol-1 , ig the 

current density used for the total gas production in kA m-2, n = the 

number of electrons, involved in the reaction to form one molecule of 

c12, H2 or o2) and vg,b = the experimental gas bubble production rate 

corrected for the effect of vapour. 

5.4.2.1 Effect of current density 

The efficiency of gas bubble evolution versus the current density for 

oxygen and hydrogen evolution is plotted in Fig. 5.8 and for chlorine in 

Fig. 5.9. The results obtained show that the efficiency of gas bubble 

evolution increases asymptotically with increasing current density ig. 

Hydrogen evolution bas the highest ~ and chlorine evolution the lowest. 

In Fig. 5.10, ~/(1-~) is plotted as a function of the current density, 

ib, on a double logarithmic scale for chlorine and hydrogen evolution at 

298 K and 353 K, and for oxygen evolution at 298 K. 

Fig. 5.10 shows that log ~/(1-~) for all three gases increases linearly 

with increasing log ib in the ib range from 0.02 to 5 kA m-2• 

These linear relations are expressed by: 

(5.7) 

The parameters a 7 and n7 of the three gases are given in table 5.3, where 

ib is given in kA m-2. 

The constant a 7 depends on the temperature, the solution flow velocity 

and the nature of the gas evolved, the electrode material and the 

electrolyte. Here, the constant n7 is 0.39. 
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nickfl eftctroáe in 1 :M 'l(OJ{, at 298 'l(aná a so{ution JCow veCocity of 0.12 m s·1, aná in 6.8 

:M 9{g,o:J{, at 353 'l(aná a so{ution fCow veCocity of 0.05 m s·1; evenso for o;cygen- evo{ution 

on a nic/(fl eftctroáe in 1 :M 'l(QJ{ at 298 'l(aná a so{ution fCow veCocity of 0.12 m s·1. 
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rig. 5.9 'Efficiency of gas 6u66ft evo{ution as a function of current áensity for cfrCorine evo{ution on a 

!RJLOzi.Pt eftctroáe in 4 :M 9{jle{ + 0.1 :M :He{, at 298 '1( aná 353 '1( aná a so{ution j{ow 

veCocity of 0.05 m s·1. 
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s·1, anti for a cfUcrine-evoC'Vin:g !l{p.Oz).Pt efectroáe in 4 !M ~ + 0.1 !M :JfC{, at 298 ~anti 

353 ~anti asoCution flow vefocity of0.05 ms·1• 

Gas T v 5 , 0 Electrode Electrolyte 

(K) (m s-1) material 

Cl2 298 0.05 Ru02/Pt 4M NaCl+O .lM HCl 0.5 0.39 

Cl2 353 0.05 Ru02/Pt 4M NaCl+O.lM HCl 0.4 0.39 

"2 353 0.05 Ni 6.8 M NaOH 2.0 0.39 

H2 298 0.12 Ni 1 M KOH 1.1 0.39 

02 298 0.12 Ni 1 M KOH 0.6 0.39 
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5.4.2.2 Effect of solution flow velocity 

Fig. 5.11 shows 'lb/(1-'lb) for the three gases versus the solution flow 

velocity at constant ig. From Fig. 5.11 it follows that 'lb/(1-'lb) for 

chlorine, hydrogen and oxygen decreases slightly with increasing solution 

flow veloei ty. 

5.4.2.3 Effect of temperature and electrode material 

In Fig. 5.12 the efficiency of gas bubble evolution for chlorine, 

hydrogen and oxygen is plotted as a function of temperature. 

The curves show that in the temperature range from 298 K to 368 K the 

'lb,H for hydrogen evolution on a nickel electrode in 1 M KOH solution at 

1 kA m-2 and vs = 0.12 m s-1 is independent of T, while llb,H for hydrogen 

evolution on a nickel electrode in 6.8 M NaOH solution at 0.5 kA m-2 and 

vs = 0.05 m s-1 increases slightly with increasing temperature. 

'lb,O' for oxygen evolution on a nickel electrode in 1 M KOH solution 

at 1 kA m-2 and vs = 0.12 m s-1 increases strongly with increasing 

temperature. 

Fig. 5.13 shows the efficiency of gas bubble evolution for chlorine as a 

function of temperature for three different electrode materials, viz.: 

Ru02/Pt, Pt and Co3o4 electrodes. 

The curves show that Ru02/Pt electrode has the highest efficiency of gas 

bubble evolution and Co3o4 electrode the lowest. 

The 'lb of all three types electrades increases with increasing 

temperature till it reaches a maximum value at about 348 K and then 

decreases by increasing temperature. 

5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 The applicability of models for slow bubble growth to electralysis 

bubbles 

During the experiment bubbles rise in the space filmed just above the top 

of the working electrode: the number of bubbles did not change, i.e.no 

coalescence occurred in the space just above the working electrode. Since 

the electrode is very short (about 3 mm), it can be assumed that during 

the period between the detachment of a bubble and the filming of this 
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bubble, coalescence of detaching rising bubble is negligible. 

This result agrees with the literature, i.e. coalescence of hydrogen 

bubbles in alkaline solution and of chlorine bubbles in acidic chlorine 

solution occurs only toa limited extent [3,18]. Probably the growth of a 

bubble can be neglected after detachment until the moment of filming, 

since no bubble growth rate was detected in the observed space (picture 

height 1.70 mm). It can therefore be concluded that pictured bubbles have 

almost the same size as bubbles departing from the electrode surface. 

The applicability of models for slow bubble growth to electralysis 

bubbles will be discussed here. 

The two pertinent results for cavity bubbles are: 

2a/IJ.P (3.3) 

and 

(3.7) 
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These results can be combined to give: 

(3.28) 

A first comparison of Eq. 3.28 with the bubble sizes and supersaturation 

levels observed suggested that there is broad agreement. Thus, ignoring 

details of electrode geometry and surface treatment in the first 

analysis, Fig. 4.3 shows that for large current densities llPc1 is 24 x 

105 N m-2, yielding Rd,Cl = 87 ~ if cr is taken as 7.2 x 10-2 N m-1• This 

agrees with the order of magnitude found in the experiment&: both with 

the plane vertical electrode (cf. Table 3.1) and with the wire one (cf. 

Table 5.4), Furthermore, the greater values of llP for oxygen and chlorine 

(cf. Fig. 4.3) agree with the observation that the bubbles are smaller in 

these cases (taking llPo = 45 x 105 N m-2 and llPH = 80 x 105 N m-2 (cf. 

Fig. 4.3), Eq. 3.28 yields Rd,O = 71 ~ and Rd,H = 58 ~ (cf. Table 5.4)), 

On the other hand, the sizes of the active cavities implied by these 

values of llP are much smaller than those typical of boiling on metal 

surfaces, às indicated by the fact that for water at atmospheric pressure 

a value of llP of, say, 50 x 105 N m-2, would require a superheat of over 

150°C (i.e. a water temperature adjacent to the heated surface of over 

250°c). 

The corresponding value of Re is found from Eq. 3.3 to be 300 A. The fact 

that larger cavities (of micron size) do not appear to be active may be 

due to the surfaces concerned being very smooth, but while this is 

conceivable in the sputtered case it seems unlike in the case of the wire 

(N.B. in the latter case it could, in fact, be checked by inducing 

boiling on the wire and observing the size of the resulting bubbles). 

It has been found, that in alkaline solution, hydrogen bubbles slip over 

the electrode surface more frequently than oxygen bubbles [19]. 

Unlike a cavity bubble, which by definition remains anchored to the 

cavity on which it originates, a spreading bubble can drift over the 

surface (an example is provided by co2 bubbles in Seven Up on a plastic 

beaker). 

The observation that hydrogen bubbles appear to do this is thus 

consistent with the possibility that they are spreading bubbles but 

remains questionable for two reasons: 

• as noted above the bubble size. is consistent with cavity bubbles, 

given the very small cavities implied by the degree of supersaturation 
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observed; 

• the value of the contact angle required to explain the size observed 

is of the order of one degree (cf. Eq. 3.8); in practice contact-angle 

hysteresis always requires the actual angle to fall several degrees 

below this value before the contact line begins to reeeed; in the 

present case this is clearly impossible since the angle would then 

have to become negative; 

• such tiny contact angles are not consistent with the statement that 

the contact angle increases with current density since the contact 

angle of aqueous media on metals for zero current density is typicaly 

around 70 deg. 

Experimentally it was found that the detached-bubble radius, Rs,d• 

increases with increasing current density (cf. Fig. 5.2). The opposite 

trend has been observed with a plane vertical electrode (cf. Table 3.1). 

This difference cannot be explained with the existing theory. The same is 

true as the fact that the active cavity (and hence bubble) size appears 

to depend on the electrolyt ie reaction taking place at the 

surface-cavities, being consistently smaller for hydragen and oxygen than 

for chlorine (cf. Table 5.4). 

This and other facts strongly suggest that electric and interfacial 

phenomenon interact - as suggested also by the statement [9] that the 

contact angle rises with increasing current density. (Unfortunately this 

would not explain the wetting and resulting deactivation of large 

cavities, which should be promoted by contact angle reduction). It is 

then conceivable that the surface tension, too, is a function of the 

current density. 

It can be concluded that while the main tendencies observed appear 

consistent with the mechanics of cavity bubbles there are many anomalies 

which probably have their origin in combined interfacial and electdeal 

effects. A satisfactory description of these effects does not appear to 

exist at present, nor even to have been attempted. 

It has been found, that under the condition ig = 2 kA m-2 , T = 298 K and 

vs,o 0.12 m s-1, Rd,H is approximately the same as Rd,O (42 x 10-6 m), 

and significantly smaller than Rd,Cl (56 x 10-6 m). 

Still more time is required to obtain a salution free from hydragen than 

for oxygen and chlorine bubbles. 

This means that the separation of bubbles from a salution is not only 

determined by departure bubble radius, but also by the coalescence 
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Gas Hz Oz c1z 

vg,bx104m s-1 0.1Z6 l. Z6 0.1Z6 l.Z6 0.1Z6 l. Z6 

ib (kA m-Z) 0.1 l.O o.z z.o 0.1 l.O 

Rd,av (m) Z5x1o-6 40x1o-6 31x1o-6 55x1o-6 36x1o-6 59x1o-6 

(RZd>av (mZ) 7x1o-l0 ZZx1o-10 1Zxw-10 38x1o-10 14x1o-10 41x1o-10 

(R3d>av (m3 ) z. 3x1o-6 13x1o-14 4. 7xw-14 · Z6x1o-1 4 7xw-14 Z9x1o-10 

Rs,d,av (m) 3Zx1o-6 60x1o-6 40x1o-6 67x1o-6 51x1o-6 79x1o-6 

., (m-Z 5 -1) 1Z0x106 Z60x106 74x1o6 180x106 36x1o6 84x106 

% 0.30 0. 56 o.zz 0.43 0.13 O.Z8 

'Ta6fe 5.4 'Bu.66{e parameters for liyárogen a.ná 07(JJ!Jtn efJofutûm at a !Ni efectroáe in 1 9.l ~J{, efJenso 

for cflfori.m efJofutûm at a 1{p.0.2/Pt efectroáe in 4 9.{ !!{JIC{ + 0.1 9.l !/{C{ at two flo{umetric 

rates of 6u.66{e eflofutûm, fliz. flg,6 = 0.126 ;c 104 aná 1.26 ;c 10"4 m s·1, at 'T = 298 1(a.ná 

fl5, 0 = 0.12 m s·1. 

Gas Hz Oz C1z 

diffusion coefficient m2/s 3.0 x 1o-9 1. 59 x w-9 1. 22 x 1o-9 

[20,22] 

solubility concentratien mol/m3 0.52 0.89 22 

[20-22] 

ig kA/m2 1.8 4.7 3.6 

ib kA/m2 l.O 2.0 l.O 

% 0.56 0.43 0.28 

s degree of screening [19] 0.40 0.40 0.80 

d (mm-2) bubb1e po1u1ation 

density [19] 1500 250 19 

R.._ (~m) attached b.ubb1e radius [19] 8 17 110 

21fdRa (mm-1) total circwnference 

of the cross-sectien of bubbles 76 Z7 l3 

'Ta6{e 5.5 Parameters for liyárogen-, a.ná 07(]J!Jtn· a.ná cflfori.m gas-eflo{flino efectroáes at a flofumetric 

rate of 6u.66{e tflofutûm of 1.26 7( 10"4 mfs, a sofutûm flow fJeCocity of 0.12 m/s a.ná at 2981(, 
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behaviour of bubbles. 

5.5.2 Efficiency of bubble evolution 

The results obtained indicate that the size of a departure bubble remains 

almost constant during its rise in the film region (cf. Section 5.5.1). 

So it follows that the efficiency of bubble evolution, llb• determined 

from the pictures taken just above the top of the working electrode 

equals that near the surface of the gas-evolving electrode. 

The theoretically calculated llb by Vogt [ 10] is, however, much lower. 

Since the solution at the inlet of the cell is saturated, the solution 

near the electrode surface becomes supersaturated by gas evolution. 

The supersaturation decreases with increasing distance from the 

gas-evolving electrode, due to diffusion, convection and gas absorption 

by bubbles. 

Table 5.4 shows that the efficiency of bubble evolution, llb• decreases in 

the sequence H2 , 02 and c1 2 (llH > llo > llc1 ). No exact or even approximate 

theory is available to explain this phenomenon up till now. 

Bubble parameters in literature, that are relevant for the explanation of 

the results obtained are tabulated in Table 5.5. 

The great difference in '1b for H2 and o2 (cf. Table 5.5) cannot be 

explained by the relatively slight differences in diffusion coefficient 

and solubilities. Additionally, solubility has no influence on llb• 

because the solution at the inlet of the cell is already saturated with 

the gas evolved. A more appropriate approach is to compare the observed 

phenomenon with the gas transport to an electrode in a fuel cell. 

It is well known that the length of the three-phase boundary 

(electrode-solution-gas) mainly de termines the transport of gas to the 

electrode. Evidently, the total circumference of the cross-section of 

bubbles (cf. Table 5.5) attached to the electrode determines llb• 

Fig. 5.14 shows that only part of the gas formed during electralysis is 

evolved as bubbles at the electrode, the rest of the gas is dissolved 

into the solution. 

The transport of dissolved gas formed at the electrode to the attached

bubble increases with increasing total circumference of the cross-section 

of bubbles attached to the electrode. Hence, llb increases with increasing 

2 'lrdRa. 
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GAS- EVOLVING 

ELECTRODE 

~itJ. 5.14 'Total fow of áisso{veá gas fonneá at t& electroáe, .J'L fow of áissofveá gas to tfu 

attacheá-6u66fe, 'B, aná jfow of áisso{veá gas into tfu 6uffv. C. 
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Chapter 6 

Gas void fraction distribution, specifi~ 

ohmic resistance and current density distribution 

in a gas-evolving electrolysis cell 

6.1 Introduetion 

Up to now, the gas void fraction (i.e. the fraction of the total solution 

volwne that is occupied by the gas bubbles) and the bubble distribut.ion 

in a vertical two flat-plates electrolytic cell were studied by many 

investigators, However, they mostly focussed their attention on the 

effect of gas bubbles on the current density distribution and the ohmic 

resistance in the electrolyzer. 

The very important effect of gas bubbles on the electrode overpotential 

was practically neglected (cf. Chapter 9). 

In Section 6.2, a short literature overview is given. A new experimental 

technique to determine the gas void fraction in a semi-industrial cell 

(50 cm high) is described in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, the results 

obtained are presented. The discussion of these results is given in 

Section 6.5. 

6.2 Literature review 

6.2.1 Gas void fraction distribution 

The gas void fraction in a vertical flat-plate-eleetrode cell increases 

with increasing current density and increasing cell height. Consequently, 

the current density a~ specific ohmic resistance of the electrolyte 

decreases, respectively, increases with increasing height [1-4]. 

A nwoher of publications reported a higher gas void fraction in a layer 

near the electrode [1,2,6]. 

Experimentally, it was - found that each gas bubble-electrolyte mixture 

seems to have its own limiting gas void fraction [5]. This phenomenon can 

be explained at an acceptable manner by the recently developed 

coalescence barrier model [5]. 

6.2.2 Specific ohmic resistance of disperslons 
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In the discussion of Section 6.5, a selection has been made in the many 

existing roodels concerning the relation between the volume fraction, f, 

and the specific ohmic resistance, p, of the dispersion, whereby the 

dispersed particles are non-conductors. 

Maxwell found [7]: 

p/pp = (1 + Y.f)/(1-f) (6.1) 

where Pp = the specific ohmic resistance of the pure bulk solution. 

The derivation was based on the following assumptions: 

• random arrangements of uniform spheres; 

• no electrical field interactions between spheres; 

• the average distance between spheres is large with respect to the 

sphere radius. 

Maxwell' s equation has been derived for a range of volume fractions in 

diluted heterogeneaus media up to f = 0.1, but many investigators had 

experienced that this equation is also valid for more concentrated 

dispersions [8-10]. 

Rayleigh [11,12,13] obtained for low volume fractions: 

p/pp = (1 + f)/(1-f) (6.2) 

with the assumptions: 

• of ordered arrangements of infinitely long, parallel cylinders in a 

square array; 

• that the electrical field is perpendicular to the cylinder axes; 

• that higher order electrical interactions are excluded. 

Eq. 6.2 is only valid for low values of f, because the higher order terms 

of f have been neglected. 

For ordered arrangements of monosized spheres at low gas void fraction, 

f, in a cubic array of spheres, he found Eq. 6.1 plus terms of the order 

of t 1Y. and higher [11] to be valid. 

Bruggeman found [14]: 

p/pP = <1-o-3/2 (6.3) 

with the assumptions: 

• of random arrangements of a broad range of multisized spheres; 
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• that by introducing a relatively large sphere into a dilute dispersion 

of smaller spheres, the electrical field interactions of these small 

spheres around the large sphere can be ignored; due to this fact he 

treated the surroundings of the large sphere as a continuum, having a 

bulk conductivity; 

• that f is small. 

The experimental results obtained by La Rue and Tobias [15] on suspension 

of glass beads, in a broad range of partiele sizes, indicated that 

Bruggernan's equation is quite satisfactory. 

It has been shown [ 16] that Bruggeman 's equation is useful to de termine 

the ohmic resistance of a solution layer containing gas bubbles of 

different sizes with each bubble adhering to the electrode surface. Many 

semi-empirica! and empirica! equations have been developed for more 

concentrated dispersions for non-conducting spheres. Mashovet [17), for 

example found: PpiP = 1 - 1.78 f + f 2 (6.4) 

As at f = 1, PpiP does not approach zero, Eq. (6.4) is only valid up to f 

"' o. 7. 

6.2.3 Specific ohmic resistance in a gas-evolving electralysis cell 

Many models have been developed to correlate the gas void fraction, f, 

and the specific ohmic resistance, p, of a bubble-electrolyte mixture 

between two gas-evolving vertical flat-plate electrodes. 

Rousar et al. [18,19] derived an equation for the relative resistance, 

R/RP' for a bubble-electrolyte mixture as a function of the volumetrie 

gas production rate and solution flow rate for monopolar and bipolar 

flat-plate electrolyzers under forced flow conditions, introducing some 

simplifications (e.g. no slip) and using the modified Maxwell's equation. 

They obtained: 

where R = the resistance of the bubble-electrolyte mixture, Rp = the 

resistance of the pure electrolyte, Vg,o = the volumetrie gas production 

rate and Vs,o = the volumetrie liquid-flow rate. 

Hine et al. [20] developed an empirica! equation for the bubble effect on 

the ohmic potential drop in a vertical rectangular cell with stainless 
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steel flat-plate electrades evolving hydragen bubbles under forced 

convection. 

They found: 

R/R 
p 

a. d ~ 
Kl (~) ( wm) 

1-f w 
(6.6) 

where K1 = an empirical coefficient, f = the gas void fraction, a. = 0.12, 

~ -0.65, ~ = the distance between working electrode and membrane and 

w the width of the electrode. 

Vogt [21] suggested, that the accumulated bubbles near the electrades 

must have a great impact on the ohmic resistance of the electralysis 

cell. In his hydrodynamic model he divided the inter-electrode gap in two 

different layers (cf. Fig. 6.1): 

• a bubble-rich stagnant layer near the electrades with thicknesses, &a 

and &c, which are equa1 the detached-bubb1e diameter; the gas void 

fraction in these two stagnant layers was supposed to be 0.6-0.7; 

• a flowing bubble-electrolyte layer, next to both stagnant layers, 

having a thickness of (d-&a-&c) and a uniform bubble distribution over 

the entire sectional area with a gas void fraction less than that in 

the stagnant layers. 

The bubbles evolved at the electrades penetrate from the stagnant layers 

into the f1owing bubble-electrolyte 1ayer. He obtained: 

R/R 
p 

V V 2.5 
0.4 (1-Y) ~ [(1 + ~) - 1] + YQ 

V V s,o s,o 
(6. 7) 

where Y = (Sa + &c)/d and Q = the relative resistance of the bubble layer 

obtained from Bruggeman 's equation. Assuming Y = 0. 01 and Q 5, he 

c1aimed that this model agrees we11 with the experimenta1 results 

obtained by Hine and Murakami [22]. However, older experimental results 

of Hine et al. [20] could not be explained properly. Hine et al. [20] 

were the first who proposed the variation of gas void fraction in the 

direction perpendicular to the electrode surface. 

Si11en [1] came with about the same idea as Vogt. He divided the 

electrode-diaphragm section in three parts (cf. Fig. 6.2): 

• the first sublayer consists of attached-bubbles with thickness equal 
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the average bubble departure diameter, 2Rd; the velocity of this layer 

is assumed to be zero; 

• the secend sublayer consists of detached-bubbles with thickness: 

óv,bu - 2Rd, with (6.8) 

C h R -1/5 óv,bu bu· • eh 

where óv,bu = the thickness of the velocity boundary layer, Cbu = a 

function of the volumetrie gas production rate, h = electrode height 

and Reh = the Reynolds number. The veloei ty of this sublayer is 

assumed to be (7/8) vs, where vs = the fully developed electrolyte 

flow velocity. 

The third sublayer consists of a bubble-free electrolyte. 

The current density distribution at the electrodes is considered to be 

uniform. The resistance of the first sublayer is derived by using the 

equation suggested by literature [16]: 

(6.9) 

where s(x) = the degree of screening by attached-bubbles at a distance x 

perpendicular to the electrode. The gas void fraction of the second 

sublayer is given by: 

f _ ~ RTi --r..---..::h:....._---:=
h - 7 npF v(ó b - 2Rd) v, u 

with p = the partial pressure of the evolved gas. 

(6.10) 

The resistance of this sublayer is calculated by applying Bruggeman' s 

equation. The total relative ohmic resistance of the bubble containing 

electrolyte between the electrode and diaphragm at height h is expressed 

by: 

l 2Rd -3/2 3/2 
R/Rp = ~[ l (1-s(x)) dx + (óv,bu -2Rd)(l-fh)- + (dwm- óv,bu)] 

(6.11) 

Bongenaar [2] developed a model using pretty much the same idea as Vogt 

and Sillen. She separated the electrode-diaphragm gap in only two bubble-
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electrolyte layers (cf. Fig. 6.3): 

• the first layer has a relatively high gas void fraction and a 

relatively low solution flow velocity; the gas void fraction at the 

electrode is marked as f
0 

and decreases linearly over the width of 

this layer ending at fb; 

• the second layer has a low gas void fraction and a high solution flow 

velocity; the gas void fraction of this layer is constant and its 

value is fb. 

The gas void fraction, fb, is approximately equal the ratio of volumetrie 

gas production rate to volumetrie liquid flow rate and it depends on 

current density, solution flow velocity and height in the electrolysis 

ce11. The resistance of both layers has been calculated by applying 

Bruggernan's equation. The resistance of the first layer is expressed by: 

R - p ~ [1 - f+(f - fb) x/&]-3/ 2
dx 

1 - p 0 0 0 
(6.12) 

where R1 = the resistance of the first layer and & = the thickness of 

boundary layer. The resistance of the second layer is given by: 

(6.13) 

The total relative ohmic resistance in the electrode-membrane gap is: 

R/R 
p 

J[l-f + (f - fb) x/&J-312 
0 0 

d 
wm 

dx + (1-f )-312 (d -&) 
b wm 

(6.14) 

In general, the flow profile and the gas void distribution in an 

industrial cell is totally different, due to the electrode configuration 

applied. 

The design of industrial electredes permits rapid bubble release to the 

backside of the electrodes, so that bubble effects on the ohmic 

resistance can be practically neglected. In other words, the above 

mentioned roodels are not applicable to industrial chlor-alkali membrane 

cells (cf. Chapter 9). 

6.2.4 Current density distribution in a gas-evolving electrolysis cell 
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6.2.4.1 Current density distribution without bubble evolution 

The current density distribution for two vertical flat-plate electredes 

has been derived by Parrish and Newman [23]. For the derivation of 

primary current density distribution they assumed: 

• no concentratien differences, hence rnass-transfer overpotential Dd 0; 

• zero activation overpotential, Da 0. 

Under these conditions the primary current density at the electrode is 

given by: 

i 

where Às = the specific conductivity of the solution, x 

perpendicular to the electrode surface and (dcjl/dx)x=O 

(6.15) 

the coordinate 

the potential 

gradient at the electrode surface. With the electroneutrality of the 

solution, the assumption that Às is independent of the concentratien and 

the proper boundary conditions for the Laplace equation, they found for 

the primary current distribution: 

i 
i av 

(6.16) 

where i = current density, iav = average current density, « = ~H/2d, B = 

a complete elliptic integral of the first kind, h = the distance to the 

beginning of the electrode, H = the total electrode length and d = the 

distance between the electrodes. 

For d >> H, respectively, d << H in Eq. (6.16), they obtained (cf. Fig. 

6.4): 

i 
i 

av 

i 

1"' 

For H 

2/~ ,for d » H (6.17) 

1 ,for d « H (6.18) 
(1 - exp(-2~h/d) )112 

d/2, the current density at both edges of the electrode 

approaches infinity and a major part of the middle of the electrode 

surface is quite uniform in current density. For the hypothetical case, 
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Hl.! .., '"• th« currerd densily .listributi<Hl is cüd.form over the entire 

elec1 .od~ hnrface. 

The secondary current distnLu.L.înn ,;JiJ obtained by solving the Laplace 

equation with the boundary condition: 

<~>o <l>o .1 - Tla (6.19) 

where <l>o the potential of the salution at the electrode/salution 

interphase, <l>o.l = the potential of the electrode for the primary current 

distribution, which is constant and Tla = the activation overpotential, 

which is a function of the current density. The most simple case is for 

linear polarization: 

Combining Eqs. 6.15, 6.19 and 6.20 results in: 

\ R T ~ 
<~>o.l + äiF (dx)x=O 

0 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 6.21 is the correction term 

for the primary potential. In case the primary current density 

distribution is unequal, the overpotential, Tla• will have the tendency to 

create a more uniform secondary current density distribution. High 

current density increases the activatien overpotential, Tla• and decreases 

the potentlal of the solution, <~>o• because the potentlal of the 

electrode, 'O.l• is constant (cf. Eq. 6.19). 

The tertiary current density distribution occurs, when: 

• the mass transfer overpotential, Tld ~ 0; 

• the activatien overpotential, Tla ~ o. 

The boundary conditions for the Laplace equation are now very 

complicated, because: 

• (d<jl/dx)x=O is a function of the concentratien and the potential; 

• the current density distribution varies with the varlation of the 

ohmic resistance of the bulk electrolyte, the ohmic resistance changes 

occur when during the electralysis process conducting or 

non-conducting species in the electrolyte are produced or consumed; 

• the concentratien of the different species is a function of the 
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location in the cell; hence, the conductivity, Às• of the solution is 

no longer a constant. 

6.2.4.2 Current density distribution with bubble evolution 

In the past, many roodels have been developed to describe the distribution 

of i, f and p as function of the electrolysis cell parameters, such as 

electrode height, h, di stance between electrodes, d, etc. Most of the 

authors have applied Maxwell's or Bruggemana's equation to correlate the 

gas void fraction, f, with the specific resistance, p, of the bubble

electrolyte mixture. At increasing height, h, in the cell, all the roodels 

predict increasing f and p, and decreasing i. 

Tobias [3] derived an equation for the relative current density as a 

function of the gas effect parameter, polarization and electrode height 

in an electrolysis cell with two vertical flat-plate electrodes, under 

natura! convection condition. For his derfvation he assumed: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

the electrode surface is equipotential; 

the bubble size distribution is constant in time and at all level; 

the bubble rise velocity is constant; 

the effect on bubble velocity, due to coalescence, is neglectable; 

the polarization is linear over the working potential range EP = b'ih; 

the curvature of current flow,is disregarded; 

• the bubble distribution, at height, h, from the bottorn of the 

electrode, is uniform in the inter-electrode gap. 

The unit surface resistance, Rh'• at height, h, is given by Bruggernan's 

equation: 

(6.22) 

He obtained: 

3 2 -Y. 2 Y. -1 2 .K[(p + 1) +. 3KH*] [[(p + 1) + 3K] - (p + 1)] (6.23) 

where K = the gas effect parameter (RTUH*/pnF Pp vd2), H* the 

dimensionless height (h/H), J.l = the polarization parameter(b'/ppd), d 

the distance between the electrodes, U = the operating cell voltage and v 

= the average rising velocity of bubbles. Nagy [24] used about the 
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similar approach as Tobias to describe the effect of gas evolution on 

current density distribution for ribbed electrodes. 

Funk and Thorpe [4] determined the correlation between the gas void 

fraction, f, current density distribution, i, slip ratio, s, and 

electrode height, h, for an electralysis cell consisting of two vertical 

flat-plate electrades and a membrane, under forced flow convection 

condition. They assumed that: 

• both gas and liquid are incompressible and isothermal; 

• the bubble distribut ion between electrades and membrane, at the same 

level is uniform; 

• the membrane is only permeable for ions and not for liquid or gas. 

Applying the laws of conservation of mass, motion and energy, Ohm' s law 

and Mashovets equation (6.4), they found: 

f 1 

+~ 
r 

1 0 s 1 PS 

where 

A 
f ~ (void fraction) A 

V 

s ~ (slip ratio) 
V 

s 

d n pl u!!. 
f = (-H) ( . M ) (non-dimensional parameter) 

0 11 g 

L 
h/H 
J ~ d(~) (integral of non-dimensional parameter) 
o 11 H 

(6. 24) 

where Ag = area occupied by gas, A = the area occupied by gas and liquid, 

vg = the actual gas velocity in the cell, vs = the actual liquid velocity 

in the cell, d = the distance between electrode and membrane, H = the 

total electrode height, h = the height from the bottorn of the electrode, 

n = the number of electrans transferred in the reaction, Pg = the gas 

density in the cell, Ps = the liquid density in the cell, p1 = the liquid 

inlet density, vs,o = the superficial salution velocity, i 1 = the current 

density under inlet conditions and Mg = the atomie weight of the gas. 

Bongenaar [2] derived an empirica! equation for the local current density 

distribution as a function of the average current density, iav• and the 
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superficial sol ut ion flow velocity, 

consisting of two vertical nickel 

convection. She obtained: 

vs,o• for a water electralysis cell 

flat-plate electrades under forced 

ih = i + 0.24 (H-2h) (1 - v0.06) il.6 
av 2H s,o av 

(6.25) 

where ih = the current density at height, h. This empirica! equation is 

valid for the current density range from 2 to 10 kA m-2 and a salution 

flow velocity range from 0.05 to 1.0 m s-1. 

None of the suggested models can, however, be applied for industrial 

chlor-alkali membrane cells, because of the special electrode 

configuration of the industrial electrades (cf. Chapter 9). 

6.3 Experimental 

6.3.1 Determination of gas void fraction and its distribution 

6.3.1.1 Apparatus 

The experimental set-up, pro?osed by L.J.J. Janssen, used to determine 

the gas void fraction in an electralysis cell is shown schematically in 

Fig. 6.5. The perspex cell (external 70 cm high) was divided into a 

working- and a counter-electrode compartment, by a cation-exchange 

membrane (Nafion 117). 

The werking-electrode campartment had an inner cross-section of 1.73 cm2 

and a height of about 70 cm. The werking-electrode consisted of 5 

segments (each 10 cm high, 2 cm wide and 0.5 cm thick) and was placed 

against the backwall of the werking-electrode compartment; the distance 

of the working electrode to the membrane was 0.865 cm. 

The werking-electrode material was nickel or nickel-teflon plate for 

hydragen and oxygen evolution; for chlorine evolution a titanium plate 

coated with Ruo2 was used. 

The counter-electrode campartment had an inner cross-section of 2. 20 cm2 

and a height of about 70 cm. The counter-electrode was a nickel venetian 

blind electrode (50 cm high, 2 cm wide and 0.5 cm thick) and was mounted 

against the membrane. 
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In the working-electrode campartment a 6.8 M NaOH bas been used as 

catholyte for hydrogen evolution and as anolyte for oxygen evolution. For 

the chlorine evolution a solution of 3.5 M NaCl plus 0.5 M HCl was used 

as anolyte. All solutions were saturated with the gas evolved. The 

counter-electrode campartment solution tlow circuit was filled with 6.8 M 

NaOH. 

The working-electrode campartment was connected to a solution flow 

circuit, which consisted of a pump (Schmitt-Kreisel, type MPN), valves, a 

flowmeter (no. 3F-3/8-25-5/36), a double tap, a degassing glass reservoir 

with double wall for heating, a gauge glass and a heat-exchanger. 

The heat-exchanger and the degassing reservoir were thermostatted. 

The solution volume in the working-electrode campartment was about 6000 

cm3. 

The counter-electrode campartment bas a separate solution flow circuit, 

which consisted of a pump (Eheim, type 1018) and a degassing reservoir; 

the total solution volume was about 500 cm3. 

The constant current was supplied by a power-supply (Farnell, type 

H30/100 (0~40 V, 0-150 A). The current was measured with a resistance of 

1 m Q and a digital voltmeter (Keithly, 177 DMM). 

By closing the double tap, the degassing reservoir of the working

electrode flow circuit was separated from both the working-electrode 

campartment and the heat-exchanger. 

The tap which separated the degassing reservoir and the cell campartment 

had a narrow-groove with a total volume of 6.8 cm3 (cf. Fig. 6.5). This 

groove was able to release only the gas bubbles present in the tap 

passage, when the tap was opened carefully. The volume of released gas 

was measured with-a gas buret (cf. Fig. 6.5). 

6.3.1.2 Calculations 

During the electralysis only part of the gas formed is evolved as 

bubbles, the rest of the gas remained in the solution. 

For the time being, no- reliable techniques are available to measure the 

gas supersaturation in a semi-industrial cell. Therefore and for 

simplicity's sake, we assume that the current efficiency is 100% and that 

all the gas formed is evolved as bubbles, saturated with water-vapour. 

The inlet solution of the cell is saturated with the gas evolved. 

The slip ratio, s, in the cell is: 
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(6.26) 

i.e. the ratio between the actual bubble velocity, vg, and the actual 

solution flow velocity, vs. 

A relation between s and f can be obtained as follows. 

The actual bubble velocity, vg, is defined by: 

(6. 27) 

with f, the gas void fraction, i.e. the part of the volume of the 

dispersion, that is occupied by the bubbles in absence of gas 

supersaturation: 

so: 

where vg,o = the superficial gas velocity and vs,o 

solution flow velocity. 

(6.28) 

(6. 29) 

the superficial 

As the gas void fraction, f, cannot exceed one, at high current 

densities, vg should increase with increasing f. 

The superficial gas bubble velocity is then: 

iVM T p(g + H20) -l 
vg,o =~x 298 x p(g + H

2
0)-p(H

2
o) (m s ) 

Substitution of Eq. (6.27) and (6.29) into (6.26) gives: 

s 
V (1-f) 

g,o 
V f s,o 

Rearranging gives: 

f 
V g,o 
V + S V g,o s,o 

(6.30) 

(6.31) 

(6.32) 

In case the cross-section of the cell, Ac, deviates from the electrode 

surface area, Ae, Eq. 6.32 has to be modified into: 
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V V x A 
f = g,o 

V + s V g,o s,o 

g,o e 
(v x A ) + s (v g,o e s,o x A ) 

c 
(6.33) 

were Vg,o = the volwnetric gas production rate (m3s-1 ) and Vs,o = the 

volwnetric solution flow rate (m3s-l). 

Consequently, the slip ratio, s, can be determined experimentally by 

measuring f. 

A novel technique has been developed to measure the gas void fraction in 

a semi-industrial electrolysis cell. It operates as follows: 

during the electrolysis all 5 segments were switched on; the nwobering 

sequence of the cell segments is from top to bottorn (cf. Fig. 6.5); after 

switching off the current, pwnp and tap, simultaneously, the gas caught 

in the tap was carefully released through the groove of the tap, and the 

total gas volwne, Vtap, 5 , was measured with the gas burette (cf. Fig. 

6.5). 

The gas void fraction in the tap, whereby 5 segments were producing gas, 

is denoted as ftap, 5 : 

(6.34) 

Vtap, 5 = the total gas volwne in the tap was measured, as said, by means 

of a gas burette and corrected for hydrostatic pressure; Vtap = the total 

volwne of the passage of the tap (6.8 cm3). 

Here, it is asswned that: 

(6.35) 

where f 1 , 5 = the gas void fraction at the upper edge of electrode segment 

1, during gas evolving at all 5 electrode segments. 

So, the notation fx,y• stands for the gas void fraction, at the upper 

edge of electrode segment x, during gas evolution at the top y electrode 

segments; evenso ftap,k• stands for the gas void fraction in the tap, 

during gas evolution of _the top (k) electrode segments. 

Experimentally, it was found that: 

f5,1 (6.36) 

So, it is reasonable to asswne that: 
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Furthermore, it can be shown experimentally, that: 

f2,5 fl,4 ftap,4 

f3,5 fl,3 ftap,3 

f4,5 fl,2 ftap,2 

f5,5 fl,l ftap,l 

(6. 37) 

(6.38) 

(6.39) 

(6.40) 

(6.41) 

Therefore, the gas void fraction at the height of the upper edge of each 

of the five gas-evolving segments can be determined by taking the right 

combination of active electrode segments and by measuring Vtap,k and 

correcting for hydrastatic pressure of each combination, separately. 

6.3.2 Preparation of electrades 

6.3.2.1 Preparation of Ru02 electrode [25] 

The titanium plate was degreased, grated and etched lightly with diluted 

HCl. 

A salution of 0.1 M RuC1 3 and 20 wt% HCl was brought on one side of the 

plate surface by means of a small brush. Then, the treated plate was 

heated in air during 10 minutes at 723 K. 

This procedure was repeated six times. Finally, the plate was heated for 

one hour at 723 K. 

6.3.2.2 Preparation of Ni-teflon electrode [26] 

The nickel plate (10 x 2 x 0.5 cm) was grated with emery-paper, rinsed 

with distilled water, etched with a salution of concentrated HN03 and 

HCl, and again rinsed with distilled water. 

The cleaned nickel plate was put vertically into an electralysis cell 

between two perforated plate anodes. 

A "Wattsbad" (containing Niso4 (1 M), NiC1 2 (0.1 M) and H3Bo3 (10 g/1)), 

to which 30 g/1 teflonpowder ( 5 to 10 }JIII) and 10 g/1 Monoflor 71 

(damper) was added, was used as electrolyte. 

The electralysis was carried out during 10 minutes, under constant 

stirring (magnetic stirrer), at I = 10 A and T = 40 °C. 
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6.4 Results 

6.4.1 Effect of current density 

The gas void fraction, f 1 , 5 , for oxygen, hydrogen and chlorine bubbles is 

plotted as a function of current density, ig, at 351 K and vs,o = 0.05 m 

s-1 in Fig. 6.6. 

From this figure, it can be concluded that f 1 , 5 for the three gases 

increases linearly with increasing ig' 

Further, the gas void fraction for c1 2 and H2 reaches a limiting value at 

high current density of about 7 and 9 kA m-2, respectively. For o2 a 

current density of more than 10 kA m-2 is required, before the limiting 

gas void fraction can be obtained. 

6.4.2 Effect of height 

In Fig. 6.7 the gas void fraction in the cell is shown as a function of 

the electrode height, h, at 351 K, 4 kA m-2 and a solution flow velocity 

of 0,05 Di s-1 • 

The results obtained indicate that the gas void fraction in the cell fot 

all three gases increases practical linearly with increasing height of 

the electrode, for h from about 0 to 40 cm. Under the oparation condition 

mentioned, no limited gas void fraction bas been observed. 

6.4.3 Effect of solution flow velocity 

Fig. 6.8 shows the gas void fraction, f 1 , 5 , for the three gases versus 

the superficial solution flow velocity, vs,o• at 351 K and a current 

density of 5 kA m-2, This figure shows that the gas void fraction for 

oxygen and hydrogen decreasas wi tb increasing v s, 0 , while the gas void 

fraction for chlorine decreasas only slightly with increasing vs,o• for 

vs,o from 0,03 to 0,10 m s-1, 

6.4.4 Effect of temperature 

The dependenee of the gas void fraction, f 1 , 5 , for both hydrogen and 

chlorine, on the temperature, at 5 kA m-2 and a solution flow velocity of 

0,05 m s-1, is illustrated in Fig. 6.9. From this figure, it follows that 
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for both gases the gas void fraction increases linearly with increasing 

temperature, for T from 298 to 355 K. 

6.4.5 Effect of electrode material 

Fig. 6.10 (for oxygen) and 6.11 (for hydrogen) show the gas void 

fraction, f 1 , 5 , as a function of current density for two different 

electrode materials, viz.: Ni and Ni-teflon electrodes, at 351 K and vs,o 

= 0.05 m s-1 • 

The gas void fraction for oxygen depends clearly on the electrode 

material, for ig from 1 to 10 kA m-2; while for hydrogen a difference in 

gas void fraction only appears at a current density greater than 3 kA m-2• 

6.5 Discussion 

Generally speaking, the gas void fraction behaviour for electrogenerated 

oxygen, hydrogen and chlorine in a vertical flat-plate electrode cell 

shows practically the same trend (cf. Fig. 6.6 - 6.9). These trends 

confirm earlier reports [3-4]. A limiting gas void fraction has been 

found for hydragen and chlorine, at ig of about 8 kA m-2 , with values of 

0.52 and 0.54, respectively (cf. Fig. 6.6). 

The limiting gas void fraction for oxygen is expected to be occur, at ig 

of about 16 kA m-2. 

The limiting gas void fraction found by Kreysa et al. [5], however, was 

considerably lower. 

These differences are evidently caused by the different eperating 

conditions. 

Eq. 6.32, shows that the gas void fraction, f, approaches that for an 

infinite superficial gas velocity, vg,o· 

Experimentally, it has been found that the limiting gas void fraction is 

much lower than one. This is probably caused by the fact that f depends 

on the slip ratio, s = vg/vs, which, in turn, depends on many factors, 

such as: superficial gas velocity, superficial solution velocity, current 

density, bubble diameter, temperature, etc. 

It has been found that s decreases with increasing vs,o• respectively, 

increases with increasing temperature, within the investigated range. 

The calculated slip ratio versus the current density is plotted in Fig. 

6.12. For chlorine evolution the slip ratio decreases with increasing 
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current density from 2 to about 6 kA m-2; from 6 to 8 kA m-2, however, 

the slip ratio increases with increasing current density. The decreasing 

part of the curve can be explained by the well-known fact that the rise 

velocity of a bubble swarm is less than that of a single bubble. So, it 

is reasonable to assume that the actual bubble velocity, vg, or s 

decreases with increasing current density. At higher current densities 

coalescence of gas bubbles can be expected, resulting in bigger bubbles. 

According to the Stokes equation (cf. 3.11), the single bubble velocity 

will increase. Hence, s will also increase with increasing current 

density. The same reasoning can be applied to elucidate the dependenee of 

s and ig for hydrogen evolution and oxygen evolution. 

It should be emphasized that the re sul ts show in Fig. 6. 6 and 6. 7 are 

only valid for flat-plate gas-evolving electrodes and not for expanded 

mesh or perforated plate electrodes, which are commonly used in the 

industrial chlor-alkali membrane cells. The results obtained indicated 

that f increases with increasing height of the electrode (cf. Fig. 6.7). 

The limiting gas void fraction will be reached at a certain electrode 
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height and above this height the gas void fraction remains constant. In 

other words, there is no need to construct low electralysis cells, 

because the effect of electrode height on the cell voltage after a 

certain electrode height is negligible. 

The above arguments are not applicable to the industrial chlor-alkali 

membrane cell, because the used electrode configurations permit rapid 

bubble release at the backside of the electrodes, so that no bubble 

accumulation takes place between the anode and catbode gap. Consequently, 

by applying the proper electrode configurations, it is possible to reduce 

the ohmic resistance of the bubble-solution mixture within the 

interelectrode gap to a minimum (cf. Chapter 9). Hence, the electrode 

height bas practically no effect on the cell voltage. Thus the 

electralysis cells can be constructed as high as desired, without 

influencing the cell voltage significantly. This conclusion is in 

contrast with current opinion. 
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Chapter 7 

Membrane resistance in a chlor-alkali electralysis cell process 

7.1 Introduetion 

The world's first commercial membrane chlor-alkali process was started in 

Japan in 1975 [1]. 

In the membrane cell process approximately 12% of the total cell voltage 

is caused by the membrane voltage drop. This membrane drop depends on 

many factors such as: the cell operation conditions, the membrane 

composition, its thickness, the type of mechanica! reinforcement, and, in 

the case of the asymmetrie membrane or bimembrane: the thickness of the 

harrier layer. A bilayer membrane consists of a very thin layer of 

perfluorocarboxylic acid (about 2-10 J.Ull thick) and a layer of 

perfluorosulfonic acid (about 0.3 mm thick). 

The last ten years marked progress bas been achieved in improving the 

membrane properties. 

At present, high quality bimembranes (current efficiency of about 95,5%, 

low resistance and excellent service life) are commercially available. 

The high current efficiency of the bilayer membrane is due to the low 

water content of the perfluorocarboxylic acid layer; thus, high fixed 

anion concentration in the carboxylic acid layer faces the catholyte and 

prevents migration of hydroxide ion. The perfluorosulfonic acid layer is 

unable to prevent such migration, due to its high water content (low 

fixed anion concentration) and its high dissociation constant. 

During the chlor-alkali membrane cell process, hydrochloric acid is added 

to the anolyte to prevent oxygen gas evolution. It is very important that 

the anolyte acid i ty doesn' t exceed 0. 01 M (pH > 2), because a higher 

acidity decreases the conductivity of the perfluorocarboxylic acid layer 

of the membrane drastically due to the lower dissociation constant of the 

carboxylic acid group. 

To prevent gas bubble adhesion on the membrane surface, different 

techniques have been applied. For example, by increasing the hydro

philicity of the surface by covering it with a porous, non-corrosive and 

non- electroconductive inorganic layer [2] or by roughening the surface 

of the membrane during its manufacture [3]. 

At present, the energy requirement for the membrane cell process is less 
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than that for the mercury cell and the diaphragm cell process. For this 

and for more reasons, it is clear that the membrane cell process will be 

the predominant process for chlorine and eaustic production in the future. 

In order to provide the proper scientific basis for the optimization of 

membrane cell technology, it is important to have a good insight into the 

ion transport mechanism in the membrane during the electrolysis. 

As far as we know, no good mernbrane resistance rneasuring techniques are 

reported in the literature. So, we have developed a method to measure the 

membrane resistance at ambient temperature and under industrial 

conditions. 

First, however, in this Chapter a short literature review concerning 

diaphragm and membrane resistance is presented inSection 7.2. 

In Section 7. 3, the experimental set-up of the impedance and resistance 

measuring technique is described. 

In Section 7.4, the obtained results are presented. The results are 

discussed inSection 7.5. 

7.2 Literature review 

7.2.1 Diaphragm 

In order to prevent mixing of solutions, the cell is divided into two 

compartments by means of a diaphragm, which may be made of porous 

plastic, or made of porous ceramic or asbestos deposited on a gauze [4]. 

The diaphragm resistance R0 = R2 - R1 (cf. Fig. 7.1 and 7.2), where R1 
the electrolyte resistance (Q) and R2 = the electrolyte plus diaphragm 

resistance (Q) [5]. 

l·: LECTROLY'l'i': 

ANODE i = i 

'Fig. 7.1 '%5istance of tlie ce{[ 

fiikd witfi efutro[

yte, ~' {D.) witfiout 

diapfiraem. 

POl U•: IJl i\PHRAnt 

'Fig. 7 2 '%5istance of tlie ce{[ 

witfi dectro[yte, ~ 
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During the electralysis, the diaphragm creates an additional joule heat 

betweenPand Q (cf. Fig. 7.2). The heat is given by: 

w (7 .1) 

where W = the joule heat (J s-1 m-3), Pp = the specific resistance of the 

pure electrolyte (Q m) and i = the current density (A m-2). 

The additional joule heat is developed mainly in front of and within the 

pore due to a concentratien of the electric field lines pattern, i.e. 

where i » i. 

A real diaphragm is permeable for all ions present in the electrolyte. 

The transport numbers of these ions in the diaphragm are the same as 

those of the bulk solution. Consequently, it can be considered as a 

geometrie obstruction, a narrowing. 

Moreover, no concentratien or depletion of ions takes place adjacent to 

or in the diaphragm. This means that the solution flow velocity has no 

effect on the diaphragm resistance [8]. 

7. 2. 2 Membrane 

7.2.2.1 Structure, swelling and ion transport 

A Nafion perfluorosulfonic acid membrane consists of a perfluorinated 

backbone, having pendant groups of the form [6-7]: 

!F2 I y 

I - + 
CF -o-(CF2-CF)-o-(CF2)-S03 Na 
/~ I m n 

IF2 CF3 

*x' 
where 5 < x < 13, y ~ 1000, 0 < m < 3 and 2 < n < 6. 

The cluster-like structure of this membrane is shown in Fig. 7.3 [7]. 

The hydrophilic S03- group is responsible for the swelling of the 
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hydrophobic polymer network on exposure to water. 

Swelling of the membrane mainly depends on the pK of the ionogenic group 

and its concentration, in the sense that the equilibrium water-uptake for 

strong acid membranes exceeds that of membranes containing less 

hydrophilic weak acid groups due to the higher dissociation constant of 

the strong acid groups. Consequently, much more water is required for the 

hydratation of the strong acid groups. 

Gierke [7] had developed a cluster network model to describe ion 

transport in a Nafion perfluorosulfonic acid membrane, see Fig. 7.4. 

In this model, the cluster structure can be described as inverse micelles 

in which the so3- sites are present in a spherical water domain. Gierke 

suggested, that OH- ions will be excluded by electrastatic repulsive 

forces from the surface of the clusters and pores. If an OH- ion migrates 
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through a membrane, i t experiences an oscillating potential, low in the 

cluster and high in the pore; the cluster diameter (40 A) is larger than 

the pore diameter ( 10 A) (cf. Fig. 7.4). 

7.2.2.2 Concentration profile 

In a cation-selective membrane chlor-alkali process, the transport number 

of the Na+ ion in the membrane is one and thus higher than in the bulk of 

the anolyte, resulting in the formation of a boundary (diffusion) layer 

depleted of NaCl on the anode side of the membrane and concentration of 

NaOH on the catbode side of the membrane (cf. Fig. 7.5). 

I 
tNa+-+-

1\NOLYT!è 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

i -

~ÏO· 7.5 Concentration profile on tfte sutface of membra.tu. 

CATHOLYTE 

During electrolysis this membrane has a quite similar concentration 

profile as at an electrode (cf. Fig. 7.5); however, no electron charge 

transfer reactions occur at the membrane surface. 

The material balance of the depleted layers at steady state at the anode 

side is expressed by [8]: 

t i t i D (es - co ) (7.2) = +-
Na+,M F Na+ F & Na+ Na+ 

where i = the current density (A m-2 ), t 
Na+,M = the transport number of 

Na+ in the membrane, F = the Faraday's constant (96487 x 103 C keq-1), 
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t + = the transport munber of Na+ ion in the anolyte, D = the NaCl 
Na 

diffusion coefficient in the depleted layer (m2 s-1), the 

concentratien of Na+ in the bulk anolyte (keq m-3 ), the 

concentratien of Na+ in the depleted layer at the membrane surface and & 
= the thickness of depleted layer (m). 

The left hand side of the Eq. 7.2 represents the flux of Na+ ions through 

the cation-selective membrane. 
i 

The ~a+ F term on the right hand side represents the flux of Na+ ion 

by migration. The second term of the right hand side represents the flux 

of supply of Na+ to the membrane surface by diffusion from the bulk 

solution. 
a 

At the limiting current density, c + becomes zero and Eq. 
Na 

7.2 

becomes: 

DF (7.3) 
t - t 
Na+,M Na+ 

The Nernst diffusion layer, &, is determined by the anolyte flow velocity 

and the cell structure. This means that the solution flow velocity 

affects the membrane resistance and so the membrane energy loss. 

The right hand side of Eq. 7.3 is determined by the membrane 

characteristics and the electrolysis temperature. If the supply of salt 

to the membrane is running short at the limiting current density, the 

water at the anode is decomposed, and the current flow is transported 

partly by migration of generated H+ ions. The so-called polarization 

causes lower current efficiency and thus a higher electrolysis voltage. 

Energy losses in a membrane can be calculated by measuring the potential 

drop across the membrane or the electrical resistance of the membrane. 

It should be stressed that the membrane resistance is only defined in 

combination with both electrolyte compositions and the operating 

conditions. 

So, during the chlor-alkali electrolysis energy losses occur in and on 

the membrane. 

The major energy loss is caused by the frictional losses of the moving 

Na+ ions in the membrane (ohmic loss). To transfer Na+ ions from the 
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anolyte with low activity to the catholyte with high activity, the Na+ 

ions have to overcome a membrane potential, ~~: 

a 
RT Na+ (catholyte) 

2.3.,- tNa+,M log a (7.4) 

Na+ (anolyte) 

where tNa+,M = the transport number of species Na+ in the membrane, aNa+ 

= the activity of species Na+ outside the membrane. At room temperature 

the value for 2.3 RT/F is 0.059 V and at 363 K it is 0.072 V. 

The energy required the overcome this potential harrier is stored in the 

system and cannot be recovered, so it has to be considered as an energy 

loss. 

7.3 Exper:imental 

7.3.1 Determination of membrane :impedance and resistance 

A schematic set-up of the measuring sys tem is depicted in Fig. 7. 6. The 

measurement was performed in a perspex cell divided into two equal 

compartments (1 cm wide, 1 cm deep and 10 cm high) by a cation-selective 

membrane (Nafion). 

The adjustable anode and cathode consisted of a thin platinum sheet (1 cm 

wide and 10 cm high) with a hole in the middle (for the reference 

electrode), diameter 0.5 cm, and placed against the backwall of the cell. 

Both electrode compartments were connected to a separate teflon solution 

flow circuit. Each circuit had a pump, flow meter, thermostatted bath, 

degassing reservoir, tap and platinum adjustable reference electrode 

(wire diameter 0.5 mm and capillary tip diameter 1 mm). 

Both electrode compartments were filled with a solution of 24 wt% NaCl 

plus 1 wt% NaOH. 

The AC (alternating current) and AC/DC (alternating current superimposed 

on the direct current) impedance experiments were performed with a 

Solartron Frequency Response Analyser ( 1250) • For DC re sis tance 

measurements, the current was adjusted galvanostatically (Delta 

Electronika D050-10) and the voltage drop across the adjustable reference 

electrodes was measured by an automatic multimeter (PM 2519 Philips). 

The volume of solution in both compartments was about 2000 cm3. The 
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~ig. 7.6 Scfiematic set-up of tfie memórane impeáance (JI' resistance measuring system. 

volumetrie flow rate of the thermostatted solution of both compartments 

was measured with a calibrated flow meter. 

Unless otherwise mentioned, the experiments were carried out galvano

statically, at atmospheric pressure, 298 K and a solution flow velocity 

of 0.1 m s-1 • 

7.4 Results 
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7.4.1 Measuring techniques 

All experiments were performed by means of a four-electrodes system (cf. 

Fig. 7 .6). 

The anode and catbode of the electrolytic cell are the outer electredes 

through which an electric current (AC, AC/DC or DC) is passed. 

The two adjustable reference electredes measure the response of this 

signal in volts. 

With this metbod the electrolyte resistance between the reference 

electredes (including the membrane resistance) is measured. 

The membrane resistance (or impedance) can be obtained by extrapolating 

distance d to zero. 

7.4.2 Membrane impedance of Nafion 901 measured by AC and AC/DC technique 

The concentratien polarization is excluded in these two measuring 

techniques, only the ohmic resistance of the membrane is measured. In 

other words, these two techniques cannot be applied to measure the total 

energy losses of a membrane, which are lost during the DC electrolysis. 

For comparision purposes both methods are suitable. 

In this experiment, two different methods were used to correct for 

electrolyte resistance: 

extrapolstion of the distance between the reference electrode and 

membrane, d, to zero; 

substracting the calculated electrolyte resistance, Re. 

The electrolyte resistance, Re, of the salution (24 wt% NaOH plus 1 wt% 

NaOH), can be calculated by: 

R 
e p ~ (Q) (7.5) 

where p = the specific resistance of the solution (Q m), d = the distance 

between reference electrode and membrane (m) and A = the membrane surface 

(m2). 

The conductivity, G, of the solution was measured with a conductivity 

cell with known cell constant (95 m-1). It was found that G = 0.240 (a-1) 

at 296 K, and as p was calculated with: 

1 
"G p x 95 (7.6) 
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p 4387 x 10-5 Q m 

The membrane resistance RM 

resistance at distance d. 

the measured 

The membrane resistances obtained from the extrapolation and substracting 

methad are tabulated in Table 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. 

The results of both methods agree with each other. 

About the same membrane resistance was reported for Nafion 901 by the 

manufacturer (Du Pont), viz. 32 x 10-5 Q m2 in a salution of 24 wt% NaCl 

plus 1 wt% NaOH, at 296 K. 

7.4.3 Membrane resistance of Nafion 901 under industrial conditions, 

measured by DC technique 

Chlor-alkali membrane cells in industry principally consists of an 

expanded mesh anode (Ru02/Ti), a perforated plate cathode (mild steel) 

and a bimembrane (such as, Nafion 901). 

The anolyte and catholyte are 180 g/1 NaCl (H+ ~ 10-2 M) and 23 wt% NaOH, 

respectively. 

The anode-membrane distance is zero and the cathode-membrane distance is 

2 mm. The operating temperature is about 358 K and the salution flow 

velocity is 0.03 m s-1 • 

The cell used (cf. Fig. 7.7) in this experiment is almast the same as 

REFERENCE 

ELECTRODE, RE 1 
(Ag/AgCI) 

/\NOLYTE 

( 130 ;) I NCJCI 
IJ+ < : o-L fl) 

:FiiJ. 7.7 Sdiernatic set·up of an ináustriof u«. 

2 rrun. 
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Distance between reference 

electrode and membrane, d, 

in cm 

RAC (I = O.OOA) 

in (0) 

RAC/DC (I = 0.500A) 

in 0 

0.8 1.04 

0.7 0.94 

0.6 0.85 

0.5 0.76 

0.4 0.68 

0.3 0.59 

0.2 0.51 

0.1 0.41' 

Extrapolate d to zero gives. 

a) membrane impedance, RAc ,M = 0. 33 0 or 

surface impedance, R1 AC ,M = 33 x lo-S Q m2 

b) membrane impedance, RAC/DC,M = 0.32 0 or 

surface impedance, R' AC/DC,M = 32 x 10-5 0 m2 

1.04 

0.94 

0.85 

0.76 

0.67 

0.58 

0.50 

0.44 

'Ta6k 7.1 Cafcufation of tlie mmrbratu impeámtce 6y mean.s of el(trapofation. !I{, .!'IC {I = O.(J(](N) amf 

'iV:u:!DC {I= 0500ji!) in áepentknu of á for 9{pfom 901. 

OpeiatintJ coruûtions: 

ji!notfe om{ catfwáe = 10 ~ Pt, 1l.ljerenu ekctroáu !Rq;1 amf ~ "' Pt wire {á'uuneter • 0.5 

mm om{ tip áiJutreter .. 1.0 mm), ano{yte aná catfw{yte = 24 wt96 9{pe{ pfu.s 1 wt96 9{pa!}{, 

v5, 0 -10 cm s·1, 'T = 2961(amf aCternatintJ current frUJ.uency • 8192 c s·1. 

Distance between RAc RAC,M RAC/DC RAC/DC ,M = 
reference electrode (I = O.OOOA) RAC - 2 Re (I = 0.500 A) RAC/DC - 2Re 

and membrane, d, 

in cm 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

in 0 

1.04 

0.94 

0.85 

0.76 

0.68 

0.59 

0.51 

0.41 

in 0 in 0 

0.338 1.04 

0.326 0.94 

0.324 0.85 

0,322 o. 76 

0.330 0.67 

0.326 0.58 

0.334 .0.50 

0.322 0.44 

Average membrane impedance, RAC ,M,av = 0. 33 0 or 

average surface membrane impedance, R' AC,M,av = 33 10-S Q m2 

Average membrane impedance, RAC/DC ,av = 0. 33 Q or 

average surface membrane impedance, R' AC/DC,av = 33 10-S Q .m2 

in 0 

0.338 

0.326 

0.324 

0.322 

0.320 

o. 316 

0.324 

0.352 

'Ta6k 7.2 Caicufation of t/U munfn-ane impeámtce 6y mean.s of ekctro{yte redstance correction. {'IT'u 

resufts in 'Ta6k 7.1/iave 6een useá /Ure for t/U caCcufation). 
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described in Fig. 7.6. Only the width of this cell is larger (2.3 cm). 

Experimentally, it was found that the ohmic drop of the catholyte, Ca, at 

i = 4 x 10-3 A m-2 was 40 V m-1 and 70 V m-1 for the anolyte, An. 

In case Nafion 901 was used, the voltage drop across the reference 

electrodes, .:lVRE• was 0.90 V, at i = 4 x lo-3 A m-2 and the distance 

between reference electrode Re 1 and membrane the distance between 

reference electrode Re 2 and membrane, d, = 2 x lo-3 m. 

The membrane resistance is given by: 

.:lVRE - d (Ca + An) 

i 

Thus the membrane resistance for Nafion 901 is: 

0.90 - 2 x 10-3 (40 + 70) 

4 x 103 

(7. 7) 

Under the same industrial conditions, 14 x lo-S Q m2 was found for Nafion 

9S4 and 12 x 10-S Q m2 for Nafion 961. 

7.S Discussion 

Measuring errors due to the electric cantacts were eliminated by using a 

four-electrodes system. 

The resistance or impedance measured concerns only the area between both 

capillary tips. Reason, why the results obtained are so reliable. It 

turned out that the simplest and best way to determine the energy losses 

of a membrane under industrial conditions is the DC measuring technique. 

The energy losses in and on a membrane can easily be calculated by 

measuring the voltage drop across the reference electrades during 

electrolysis. 

The voltage drop across the membrane, .:lUM, can be obtained by 

substracting the anolyte and catholyte voltage drop from the voltage drop 

across the reference electrodes. 

This .:lUM consists of the membrane potential (including concentration 

polarization), .:l+, and the membrane ohmic drop, I~. 

The membrane potential can be calculated with Eq. 7.4. 

Substituting the bulk activity of Na+ in the catholyte (about 7 M) and 

the anolyte (about 3 M) gives: 
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7 
6~ = 0.059 log 3 0.022 V 

When the surface concentrations are inserted in the equation. an increase 

of 6~ is obtained. viz. 0.060 V. 

In this calculation. the following assumptions have been made: 

current density is uniform over the entire membrane surface; 

equipotential surfaces in the electrolyte are parallel to the membrane 

surface. 
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Chapter 8 

8.1 Introduetion 

Cell voltage during chlor-alkali 

membrane cell electrolysis 

The total energy required to produce one metric ton of 50 wt% Na OH, by 

membrane electrolysis of NaCl, is approximately 2800 kWh/MT NaOH [1]. 

About 70% of the total energy is consumed by the electrolysis process 

itself and the rest by evaporation and auxiliary processes. 

The energy consumption for the electrolysis is given by: 

Energy consumption 
n F U (kWh kg-l) (8.1) 

3.6 x 10
4 

x ~i x M 

where U = the operating cell voltage (V), M = the molecular weight in 

kilogram per kmol and ~i = the current efficiency. 

At present, high quality membranes with a current efficiency of about 

95.5% are commercially available. Further improverneut in current 

efficiency will be hard to achieve. Reducing membrane resistance is a 

more realistic approach for energy reduction. Moreover, the major savings 

in energy consumption can be achieved by reducing the cell voltage. 

The operating cell voltage consists of the following components: 

decomposition voltage (reversible cell voltage, Ur); membrane potential 

drop, llcj>, (including concentration polarization); membrane ohmic drop, 

I~; cathode overpotential, ~c; bubble- electrolyte mixture ohmic drop, 

!Re; anode overpotential, ~a, and the so-called structural ohmic drop, 

IRst with Rst = the resistance of the current feeders and the electric 

circuit. Hence, the operating cell voltage is given by: 

u (8.2) 

The operating cell voltage is highly dependent on operating condi ti ons 

(electrode properties, electrolyte properties, membrane properties, 

current density, temperature and pressure) and cell design (structural 

drop, gap between the electrodes with membrane position, electrolyte 
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solution flow velocity and electrode configuration). 

A typical voltage breakdown for a membrane cell is shown in Fig. 8.1. 

Ru02 /Ti 

CATRODE 
OVERPOTENTlAL 
(0.40 V) 

MEMBRANE 
POTENTlAL DROP 
PLUS MEMBRANE 
Il\t (0. 57 V) 

DECOiiPOSITION 
VOLTAGE 
(2.20 V) 

1--

-~ 

r 

STRUCTURAL IRst (0.03 V) 

ANODE OVERPOTENTlAL (0. 15 V) 

ELECTROLYTE !Re ( 0. 15 V) 

MILD STEEL 

'fig. 8.1 'Typica{ voftage ~ for a mem6rane ce{[ {mem6rane·catfwáe gap 3 mm}. Ce({ voftage = 

35511, at 4 kfl m·2 aná'T = 363 1(; 

For energy reduction purposes, each of these components can be tackled 

individually. The major component of the cell voltage is the 

decomposition voltage. It is a thermadynamie quantity and not a kinetic 

quantity and therefore only sensible for temperature and pressure (can be 

reduced by increasing the operating temperature and/or pressure). Its 

value is about 2. 20 V, at 363 K and atmospheric pressure. This minimum 

voltage is required to decompose NaCl and H2o into c12 , H2 and NaOH. The 

pressurized operation has the following benefits: 

• less and smaller gas bubbles are evolved at the electrodes; hence, 

bubble-electrolyte mixture resistance decreases; 
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• reduced membrane vibration and hence reduction of membrane damage; 

• reduced water content in chlorine gas, re sul ting in easier drying of 

the gas with less heat loss; 

• possibility of increasing the operating temperature, resulting in 

decreasing cell voltage. 

Too highly pressurized electrolyzers may cause leakage and other 

troubles. So, industrial cells are commonly operated at 363 K and 2 ata. 

A slightly higher hydrastatic pressure on the catholyte side is 

recommended because the pressure differential across the membrane 

immobilizes the membrane and minimizes flutter and vibration which can 

cause abrasion or flex-fatigue. 

The oxygen consuming electrode 

The reduction of 02 instead of H2o can theoretically reduce the 

decomposition voltage significantly [2]. 

The main electrode reaction, at the cathode, is then: 

t0.40 V) 

The main electrode reaction, at the anode remains: 

+1.36 V) 

Because the reduction of 02 occurs at a significantly lower potential 

than the decomposition of water: 

-0.84 V) 

a savings of 1. 24 V can be obtained in the electralysis of brine to 

produce c1 2 and NaOH. The oxygen cathode membrane cell is not yet 

commercially available. Several problems associated with the use of a 

polymer-bonded catalytic electrode have to be solved. Of course, in this 

case no H2 is produced. 

It is clear that energy savings can be achieved by reducing the membrane 

voltage, the cathode overpotential, the bubble-electrolyte ohmic losses, 

the anode overpotential and structural losses. 

After ample considerations, we decided to focus our attention on: 
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• commercially available Nafion membranes (finite and zero gap membrane); 

• the electrode gap; 

• the electrode configuration. 

The first two items will be treated in this Chapter and the last one in 

Chapter 9. 

In Section 8.2, the experimental set-up for the determination of the 

behaviour of finite and zero gap membranes under industrial conditions is 

described. The results obtained are presented in Section 8.3. The results 

are discussed and explained in Section 8.4. 

8.2 Experimental 

8.2.1 Determination of characteristics of Nafion 901 (finite gap 

membrane) and Nafion 961 (zero gap membrane) 

Finite gap membranes have a surface with hydrophobic properties which 

favours the adhesion of gas bubbles. Due to this properties the electrode 

gap cannot be reduced to a minimum ("zero gap"). This undesirable effect 

can be eliminated by enhancing the hydrophilicity of the membrane 

surface. The so obtained membrane is called "zero gap" membrane. 

The same electrolytic cell as described in Section 7.4.3 and Fig. 7.7 was 

used (two equal compartments, each 2.3 cm wide, 1 cm deep and 10 cm high). 

The solution flow circuit used was the same as shown in Fig. 7.6. 

For cell voltage measurements, the DC current was adjusted 

galvanostatically (Delta Electronika D050-10) and . the cell voltage was 

measured by an automatic multimeter (PM 2519 Philips). 

All experiments were performed under conditions as also current in 

industry, i.e.: 

• expanded-unrolled mesh anode (Ti/Ru02) (cf. Fig. 9.2.A); 

• perforated plate catbode (mild steel) (cf. Fig. 9.3.A); 

• anolyte 180 g/1 NaCl([H+] < lo-2 M, to prevent membrane damage and to 

ensure optimum performance and long lifetime of membranes); the 

impurities in the anolyte may not exceed recommended limits (for 

example: Ca 2+ plus Mg2+ < 50 ppb, sr2+ < 0. 5 ppm, Ba 2+ < 1. 0 ppm, 

Na2so4 < 7 g/1, J 2 < 0.4 ppm, aluminum/silica < 0.1 ppm, NaCl03 < 20 

g/1, etc. [3]); 

• double-layer membrane (Nafion 901 or 961); 
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• catholyte 23 wt% NaOH; 

• current density 4 kA m-2; 

• temperature 358 K; 

• pressure 101 kPa; 

• salution flow velocity 0.03 m s-1 ; 

• membrane-anode distance 0 mm; 

• membrane-cathode distance 2 mm. 

8.3 Results 

The effect of the electrode gap on the cell voltage for Nafion 901 

(finite gap membrane) and Nafion 961 (zero gap membrane) is shown in Fig. 

8.2. 

The curves show that the cell voltage for a finite gap membrane (Nafion 

901) has a minimum between 1 and 2 mm, while the cell voltage for a zero 

gap membrane (Nafion 961) increases with gap distance. 

Fig. 8.3 shows the cell voltage as a function of current density for both 

Nafion membranes. 

The re sul ts obtained indicate that the cell voltage for both membranes 

decreases with decreasing current density from 5 to 2 kA m-2 . 

8.4 Discussion 

If the electrode gap is narrowed, the cell voltage decreases because of 

reduced electrolyte ohmic drop. 

When, for a finite gap membrane, the electrode gap becomes smaller than 

1.5 mm, the evolved gas bubbles attached to the membrane surface cannot 

be easily removed from the membrane surface due to the hydrophobic 

properties of the membrane surface which favour the adhesion of gas 

bubbles. 

Consequently, the cell voltage increases with decreasing electrode gap 

(cf. Fig. 8.2, Nafion 901). 

The zero gap membrane, Nafion 961, is designed to avoid bubble adhesion 

of H2 gas bubbles at the membrane surface by increasing the 

hydrophilicity of the surface. So, with this membrane gas bubbles are 

removed more easily from the membrane surface. 

Consequently, the cell voltage decreases wi th decreasing electrode gap 

distance, even below 1.5 mm (cf. Fig. 8.2, Nafion 961). 
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Fr om the re sul ts ob tained, 

voltage for a finite gap 

it can be concluded that the optimum cell 

membrane occurs at an electrode gap of 

approximately 1.5 mm and for a zero gap membrane at an electrode gap of 0 

mm. 

The zero gap membrane has two advantages compaired with a finite gap 

membrane: 

• the electrolyte resistance is practically eliminated; 

• the cell voltage increases slower with increasing current density (cf. 

Fig. 8.3), probably caused by the high hydrophilicity of the membrane 

surface. 
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Cbapter 9 

Electrode shapes of the electralysis cell 

9.1 Introduetion 

The electrode shape is very important for gas-evolving electrodes; it is 

one of the factors determining the cell voltage, because of its 

influences, in a direct or indirect way: 

• the membrane potential and membrane ohmic resistance; 

• the catbode overpotential; 

• the bubble-electrolyte mixture ohmic resistance; 

• the anode overpotential. 

An electrode shape is optimal, if it satisfies the following basic 

features: 

• imposes a uniform current density on the membrane, resulting in a 

minimum membrane ohmic resistance; 

• has a large active surface area, which decreases the current density, 

and, consequently, decreasas the electrode overpotential; 

• rapidly releases the gas bubbles generated on the electredes to the 

rear of electrodes, so that the effect of gas bubbles on the bubble

electrolyte mixture resistance can be minimized; 

• masks a minimum amount of membrane area (the masked membrane surface 

is inactive, due to the lack of electrolyte supply), or has a maximum 

per cent open area, i.e. for a perforated plate electrode is given by 

n ~ r2/wh x 100% where n = the number of holes, r = the radius of the 

perforation, w = the width of the electrode and h the height of the 

electrode (cf.9.3.A); 

• introduces high turbulence at the surface of the membrane and the 

electrode; hence, reduces the Nernst diffusion layer at the membrane 

surface, thereby increasing the limiting current density and also 

avoiding gas bubble blinding effects on the electrode surface; 

• avoids membrane damage by abrasion. 

So, by using the optimal electrode design, it is possible to reduce cell 

voltage and so power consumption of the membrane chlor-alkali cell (cf. 

Fig. 9.1) with a minimum of investment. Till now, no explicit theory 

exists to describe the effects of an electrode shape on the cell voltage. 
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For the time being, the most economical way to achieve our goal is to 

determine experimentally the effects of different cathode and anode 

shapes of the same material on the cell voltage. 

The cell studied is a finite gap cell (cf. Fig. 9.l.A). It consists of an 

expanded-unrolled mesh (Ru02/Ti) anode (cf. Fig. 9. 2.A), a perforated 

plate mild steel cathode (cf. Fig. 9.3.A) and a bimembrane (such as, 

Nafion 901 or 961). 

A selection was made from commercially available electrode shapes, which 

appeared to meet the above mentioned basic requirements. The selection 

was also screened on the basis of costs (the existing electrode materials 

were used, only the electrode shapes were different). 

In Section 9.2, the experimental set-up for the determination of the cell 

voltage is described. In Section 9.3, the results obtained are presented. 

The results are discussed and explained in Section 9.4. 

9.2 Experimental 

The cell used (cf. Fig. 9.1 A and B) in this test is almost the same as 

that shown in Fig. 7.6 (two equal compartments, each 2.3 cm wide, 1 cm 

deep and 10 cm high). 

The salution flow circuit used was the same as depicted in Fig. 7.6. 

For cell voltage measurements, the de current was adjusted 

galvanostatically (Delta Electronika D050-10) and the cell voltage was 

measured by an automatic multimeter (PM 2519 Philips). 

All experiments were carried out under the conditions summarized in 

Section 8.2.1. 

9.3 Results 

To determine the optimum electrode pair configuration, four anodes (cf. 

Fig. 9.2) and three cathodes (cf. Fig. 9.3) of different shapes were 

selected on the basis of costs and availability criteria. 

The results in Table 9.1 indicate that the lowest cell voltage for finite 

gap membrane cells is obtained by using a lamellar with rounded flat 

profile DSA anode (cf. Fig. 9.2.D) and a coarse perforated plate mild 

steel cathode (cf. Fig. 9.3.B). 

The same electrode combination gives also a very low cell voltage for 

zero gap membrane cell. But the lowest cell voltage is obtained by both 
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NaCl 

ANODE 

NaCl IJO g/1 

(H+ < 10-2 !1) 

11E!IBRANE 
NAPION 901 

2 mm 

(A) nNITE GAP CELL 

CATHODE 

NaCl 180 g/1 

(H+ < 10-2 a) 

(B) ZERO GAP CELL 

HzO 

!Tie- 9.1 Scftematic set-up of(~) the fmite gap ce({ wit/i nafion 901 aná ('B) the zero gap ce« wit/i 

nafion961. 

~áe: e;cparufd-unro({d mes/i {!l(p.Ozili). 

Catlioáe: peiforateá pfate {mifá stee!}. 

'T = 358 1(; P = 1 {(fa, fis= 0.03 m s·1 aná i= 4 ~ m·2. 

electrodes consisting of a lamellar rounded flat profile (cf. Table 9.2). 

9.4 Discussion 

Experimentally, it was found that the cell voltage of the membrane cell 

with i = 4 kA m-2 and T = 358 K, increases linearly with increasing 

distance between electrode and membrane in the distance range from 0 to 3 

mm. For both anode and cathode shifting, the cell voltage increases with 

0.07 V/mm and 0.04 V/mm, respectively. 

To determine the impact of the gas bubbles on the electrolyte resistance, 

the conductivities of both the ariolyte and catholyte were measured with a 

conductivity cell (Philips PW 9517) with a known cell constant (28.2 

cm-1) and an impedance meter (Solartron 1250). 

It was found that the specific resistance of the anolyte (without 

bubbles) was Pa = 2.00 Q cm, and the specific resistance of the 

catholyte, Pc = 1.00 Q cm, both at T = 358 K. 

Hence, the ohmic drop for 1 mm anolyte and catholyte is 0.08 V and 0.04 

V, respectively. 

From the results obtained, it can be concluded that the contribution of 

the gas bubbles to the electrolyte ohmic resistance under chosen 
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conditions is neglible. In other words, the chosen electrades are able to 

release the gas bubbles generated on the electrode very rapidly to the 

rear of the electrodes. 

The re sul ts in Table 9. 2 show that the cell voltage decreases further 

with 0.15 V, if the existing fine perforated plate mild steel cathode is 

replaced by a lamellar rounded flat profile mild steel cathode. 

This extra reduction could be achieved, due to the following benefits of 

the lamellar cathode: 

• the per een t open area is quite high, viz. > 43% ( cf. Fig. 9. 3. C), 

consequently, the generated gas bubbles at the cathode can be easily 

removed to the rear of the electrode; additionally, a high per cent 

open area means that only a small amount of membrane surface area is 

masked by the electrode; so, the membrane ohmic resistance, ~· 

decreases according to ~ = Pm x 1/A where Pm = the specific membrane 

resistance (Q cm), 1 = the thickness of the membrane (cm) and A = the 

unmasked membrane surface area (cm2); 

• it generates high turbulence at the surface of the membrane and 

electrode; hence, reduces the membrane potential, the cathode 

diffusion overpotential and the gas bubble masking effects on the 

electrode surface; 

• has a large active surface area of about 7900 mm2 (1735 mm2 for fine 

perforated plate electrode); consequently, the cathode overpotential 

decreases. 

Replacing the used coarse expanded-unrolled mesh (Ru02/Ti) anode by a 

lamellar with rounded flat profile (Ru02/Ti) anode, the cell voltage 

decreases with 0.13 V (cf. Table 9.2). The already mentioned arguments 

can also be used to explain this decrease. 

The results in Table 9.2 indicate that the coarse, perforated plate mild 

steel cathode gives a lower cell voltage than the fine, perforated plate 

cathode of approximately 0.10 V. 

Camparing the data for both electrades, it can be concluded that (cf. 

Fig. 9.3 A and B) that the coarse perforated plate has a higher per cent 

open area than the fine perforated plate, viz. 29% and 21%, respectively. 

This higher per cent open area has the benefit of masking less the 

membrane surface. The masked membrane surface is inactive, due to the 

lack of electrolyte supply to this area. Hence, a higher per cent open 

area reduces the membrane ohmic resistance. It can be calculated that the 

interior surface area of this coarse perforated plate is lower than that 
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of the fine perforated plate, viz. 911 mm2 and 1735 mm2, respectively. A 

low interior surface area is a disadvantage for the cell voltage, because 

the electralysis occurs mainly at the interior surface area of electrode 

holes. Nevertheless, the coarse perforated plate catbode gives a lower 

cell voltage of about 0.10 V. So, it appears that the per cent open area 

is a predominant factor for cell voltage. So, the perforated plate mild 

steel catbode used in the common industrial cells is not an ideal one 

(cf. Fig. 9.3.A). 

Basedon physical arguments (cf. Section 9.1) and experimental results 

(cf. Table 9.2), it can be stated that a perforated plate catbode for a 

zero gap cell is optimal, when it has a optimum per cent open area and 

interior surface area. 

To determine the optimum shape of a perforated plate, 

perforated plate with width, w, height, h, thickness, 

perforations, n, and radius perforation, r. 

The total surface area, A, is given by: 

A = w h - n ~ r 2 + n 2~ r t 

we suppose a 

t, number of 

(1) 

The second term on the righthand side represents the open area and the 

third term represents the interior surface area of the perforations. 

The minimum increase of A is obtained by differentiating Eq. (1) to n 

with dA/dn = 0, and r and t constant. Then r = 2t. 

The maximum increase of A is obtained by differentiating Eq. (1) to r 

with dA/dr = 0, and n and t constant. 

Thenr=t. 

Inserting r 2t and r = t, respectively into Eq. (1) gives: 

A(r 

A(r 

2t) = w h 

t) = w h + n ~ t2 

(2) 

(3) 

Hence, the optimum criteria for a perforated plate are satisfied, if r 

t. 

The present perforated plate catbode used in the industry bas a thickness 

of 1.0 mm and the distance between two adjacent perforations is kept on a 

minimum of 1.2 mm for mechanica! strength purpose. This means that the 

number of holes is limited by the mechanica! strength of the plate. 

It can be shown that a perforated plate of w = 23.0 mm, h = 100.0 mm and 
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t = 1.0 mm has an optimum shape if: 

• r = 1.0 mm• 
' 

• per cent open area = 39.3%; 

• interior surface area = 1809 mm2; 

• number of holes = 288 • 

This ideal perforated plate (cf. Fig. 9.4) is expected to have an 

outstanding performance. 

(mm) 

~ig. 9.4 Optimum peiforateá pfate mifá steef catfwáe tfiic{qtess pfate, t, = 1.0 mm. 

'l{.aáiu.s peiforation, r, = 1.0 mm. 

'Distan.ce hetween two aájacent circfes = 1.2 mm. 

9{itm6er of fwfes per 2300 d = 283. 
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Cbapter 10 

Final conclusions for cell voltage reduction; 

suggestions for further research 

10.1 Final conclusions 

From this study, it can be concluded that the power consumption of the 

existing chlor-alkali membrane cell process can be reduced significantly. 

The results obtained (cf. Chapter 8 and 9) enable us to make the 

following recommendations for power savings to be achieved with a minimum 

of investment casts. 

The recommendations below are listed in sequence of increasing investment: 

1. Replace membrane Nafion 901 by 961. 

2. Replace the existing fine perforated plate mild steel cathode by a 

coarse perforated plate mild steel catbode (cf. Fig. 9.3.B) or by a 

lamellar with rounded flat profile mild steel cathode (cf. Fig. 

9.3.C). 

3. Replace the existing coarse expanded-unrolled mesh DSA (dimensionally 

stable anode) anode by a lamellar with rounded flat profile DSA anode 

(cf. Fig. 9.2.D), 

4. Replace both existing electrades by lamellar rounded flat profile 

electrodes. 

5. Change from finite gap cell operation into zero gap cell operation. 

The results in Tables 9.1 and 9.2 show that cell voltage reductions 

obtained range from about 100 to even 230 mV, It follows that this 

voltage reduction, at a production level of 200,000 ton Cl 2 per year and 

a energy price of f 0.10 per kWh, results in cost savings ranging from f 
1000,000 to f 3000,000 per year. 

10.2 Suggestions for further research 

Chapter 3 • 4 and 5 have tried to explain the observed behaviour of the 

electralysis bubbles with · the slow bubble growth models. The main 

tendencies observed appear consistent with the mechanics of cavity 
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bubbles but there are still a munber of observations which cannot be 

explained with the present models. 

For a better understanding of the electralysis bubbles behaviour further 

research is required concerning the electralysis bubble growth and its 

consequences for the mass transfer. 

In conclusion, the lowest cell voltage obtained for the chlor-alkali 

process is about 3.19 V (cf. Table 9.2). 

The theoretical cell voltage is approximately 2.20 V. This means that 

there are still possibilities for further improvement. 

In this study an effort has been made to develop a theory for the 

determination of the optimum shape of a perforated plate electrode. 

Additional experiments are required for the development of a more 

quantitative theory. In this context, the determination of the effect of 

the thickness of the perforated plate electrode on the cell voltage may 

help to improve the proposed model. 

So, the following investigations are suggested for further impravement of 

the cell voltage: 

1. Check the validity of the proposed theory concerning the optimum shape 

of a perforated plate (cf. Section 9.4); extend of the theory to more 

complex electrode shapes. 

2. Determine the effects of the thickness of the electrode on the cell 

voltage. 
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List of symbols and SI-units 

d 

constant& (i = 1-7) in the relationships: 

ni 

ni 
(2) y = ai.10 T 

cross-section of the cell 

average cross-section of detached-bubbles 

surface are of the electrode 

concentration of dissolved gas at the electrode 

surface 

concentration of ion i at membrane surface 

saturated concentration of dissolved gas in the 

bulk solution 

at atmospheric pressure lOlkPa 

average concentration of dissolved gas in the 

vicinity of gas bubble adhering to the electrode 

degree of supersaturation of dissolved gas 

supersaturation concentration of dissolved gas, 

at a distance x perpendicular to the electrode 

surface 

supersaturation concentration of dissolved gas, 

at the electrode surface; 6c0 = c 0 - c s g g 
a function of the volumetrie gas production 

rate in Eq. 6.8 

(1) bubble population density 

(2) distance between anode and cathode 

bubble population density for picture i 

distance between working electrode and membrane 

diffusion coefficient 

diffusion coefficient of dissolved gas 

diffusion coefficient of species i 

electrode potential 

electrode equilibrium potential 

standard electrode potential 

anode equilibrium potential 
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(-) 

(m2) 

(m2) 

(m2) 

(kg/m3) 

(kg/m3) 

(-) 

(kg/m3) 

(kg/m3) 

(-) 

(m-2) 

(m) 

(m-2) 

(m) 

(m2 /s) 

(m2/s) 

(m2/s) 

(V) 

(V) 

(V) 

(V) 



i 

Ja 

K 

n 

cathode equilibrium potential 

gas void fraction 

gas void fraction in the bulk electrolyte 

gas void fraction at the electrode surface 

Faraday constant (96487 x 103) 

gravitational acceleration 

Gibbs' free enthalpy change 

standard Gibbs' free enthalpy change 

electrode height from the bottorn of the electrode 

total electrode height 

enthalpy change 

standard enthalpy change 

current density 

current density used for gas in bubbles 

current density used for total gas evolution 

current density at electrode height, h 

exchange current density 

average current density 

current 

Jacob number; Ja = (cg - CgS) /pg 

mass transfer coefficient of the dissolved gas 

mass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion 

at forced convection 

mass transfer coefficient of the indicator ion 

at forced convection in absence of gas bubble 

evolution 

(1) gas effect parameter 

(2) Henry's constant 

empirica! constant 

molecular weight 

i 

i 

(V) 

(-) 

(-) 

(-) 

(C/keq) 

(m/s 2) 

(J/kmol) 

(J/kmol) 

(m) 

(m) 

(J/kmol) 

(J/kmol) 

(A/m2) 

(A/m2) 

(A/m2) 

(A/m2) 

(A/m2 ) 

(A/m2) 

(A) 

(-) 

(m/s) 

(m/s) 

(m/s) 

(-) 

(m2/s2) 

(-) 

(kg/kmol) 

(1) number of electrons, involved in the electrode (keq/kmol) 

reaction to form one molecule of a species 

(2) number of bubbles on a part of a rnaving film (-) 

exponential constants (i 

relationships 

(1) y 

1-7) in the 
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(-) 



R 

R' 

Rs,d,av 

Rst 

s 

ni 
(2) y = ai 10T 

partial water vapour pressure 

sum of the partial pressure of gas plus water 

vapour 

equilibrium gas pressure in a cavity corresponding (N/m2) 

to the degree of supersaturation at the wall 

(1) univeraal gas constant 

(2) resistance 

surface reaiatanee 

average attached-bubble radius for n frames 

average active cavity mouth radius 

Reynolds number 

reaiatanee of the bubble-electrolyte mixture 

bubble foot radius 

membrane ohmic reaiatanee 

reaiatanee of the pure electrolyte 

average Sauter radius of attached-bubbles for n 

frames 

average attached-bubble radius for picture i 

radius of detached-bubble i 

radius of the biggest attached-bubble on 

picture i 

average Sauter bubble radius 

reaiatanee of the current feeders and electric 

circuit 

(m) 

(m) 

(-) 

(0) 

(m) 

(0) 

(0) 

(m) 

(m) 

(m) 

(m) 

(m) 

(0) 

average of the square of the of the bubble radii (m2) 

average of the third power of the bubble radii (m3) 

(1) average degree of screening by attached-bubbles(-) 

(2) slip ratio; s = vg/v
8 

(-) 

degree of screening of the electrode by attached- (-) 

bubbles for frame i; i.e. the fraction of the 

electrode surface covered by projection of the 

bubbles 

s(x) average degree of screening of the electrode at a (-) 

distance x from the electrode by attached-bubbles 

degree of screening of the electrode at a distance (-) 

x from the electrode by attached-bubbles for frame 
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i at o < x < 2~,i• i.e. the fraction of the 

electrode surface, covered by the projection at 

a distance x from the electrode by attached-bubbles 

entropy change (J/kmolK) 

standard entropy change 

(1) time 

(2) electrode thickness 

transport number of ion i in the electrolyte 

transport number of ion i in the membrane 

temperature 

eperating cell voltage 

reversible cell voltage (decomposition voltage) 

(1) standard emf of the cell reaction; 

U0 = -/j,G0 /nF 

(2) reversible cell voltage 

(J/kmolK) 

(s) 

(m) 

(-) 

(-) 

(K) 

(V) 

(V) 

(V) 

(V) 

vi rate of oxidation or reduction of indicator ion i (kmol/s) 

vg actual bubble velocity (m/s) 

vs actual salution flow velocity (m/s) 

vg,b practical gas bubble production rate (m/s) 

vg,o superficial gas velocity (theoretical production (m/s) 

rate of gas bubble when all the gas is evolved as 

bubbles) 

x 

y 

superficial salution flow velocity 

molar gas volume 

volumetrie gas production rate 

volumetrie salution flow rate 

electrode width 

distance from the electrode surface 

arbitrary physical quantity; unit depending on 

specific quantity 

Greek symbols 

13 
& 

charge transfer coefficient 

a growth parameter 

(1) thickness of the bubble layer near the 

electrode 
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(m/s) 

(m3/kmol) 

(m3/s) 

(m3 /s) 

(m) 

(m) 

(-) 

(-) 

(-) 

(m) 



p 

Pg 

Pp 

Ps 
C1 

~0 

w 

(2) thickness of Nernst diffusion layer 

thickness of the stagnant bubble layer at the 

anode 

thickness of the stagnant bubble layer at the 

catbode 

diffusion layer of the gas evolved 

diffusion layer of the indicator ion 

modified thickness of the velocity boundary layer 

(1) electrode overpotential; ~ = E - Eeq 

(2) viscosity of the solution 

efficiency of gas bubble evolution; 

~ = vg,blvg,o 
current efficiency 

specific conductivity of the solution 

kinematic viscosity 

specific ohmic resistance 

gas density 

specific ohmic resistance of the pure bulk 

solution 

solution density 

surface tension 

(1) potentlal 

(m) 

(m) 

(m) 

(m) 

(m) 

(m) 

(V) 

(kg/m s) 

(-) 

(-) 
(o-lm-1) 

(m2 /s) 

(Om) 

(kg/m3) 

(Om) 

(kg/m3) 

(N/m) 

(V) 

(2) contact angle between the bubble and the wall (degree) 

natural contact angle between the bubble an the 

wall 

membrane potential 

detached-bubble frequency 
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SUDIIlary 

Subject of this study are the energy aspects of the chlor-alkali membrane 

cell electrolysis, i.e. to reduce power consumption of the existing 

electralysis system with a minimum of investment. To achieve this goal, 

the impact of gas bubbles involved and other process parameters on the 

cell voltage have been investigated. 

Special attention was given to minimize the negative and to maximize the 

positive effects of gas bubbles on the cell voltage by using appropriate 

electrode shapes and membrane. 

The bubble behaviour was stuclied by means of a high-speed camera and the 

gas void fraction was determined by a new technique. 

A technique was developed to measure the membrane energy losses. 

The relations obtained between the cell voltage and the different process 

parameters enable us to predict the best settings of the process 

parameters, to obtain the minimum energy consumption at a given chlorine 

product ion. 

Chapter 2 presents some historica! and recent background information of 

the electralysis process, including a pertinent literature review. 

The effects of different cell components on the eperating cell voltage is 

discussed. 

In Chapter 3, the experimental set-up to de termine the attached-bubble 

behaviour for a chlorine-evolving transparent platinum electrode is 

described. 

The bubbles on the transparent electrode were filmed with a high-speed 

camera and the bubble parameters assigned after analysis with a motion 

analyzer. 

It has been found that the bubble population density and the attached

bubble radius increases, respectively decreases with increasing current 

density. These results were explained with the slow bubble growth theory. 

Chapter 4 describes the technique for measuring the supersaturation of 

dissolved gas in the salution near the electrode surface at forced 

convection. 

The method is based on the determination of the efficiency of gas bubble 

evolution via the mass transfer coefficient of an indicator ion moving 

towards the gas-evolving electrode. 

The degree of supersaturation of hydragen and oxygen, respectively, 

increases with increasing current density. At i
0 

> 1 kA m-2, the degree 
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of oxygen supersaturation tends to level out, perhaps because of 

coalescence. The degree of supersaturation of chlorine shows independency 

in the current density range investigated. 

Supersaturation concentration values of chlorine are not available in 

literature and are presented bere for the first time. 

The metbod used to measure the bubble departure parameters and the 

efficiency of gas bubble evolution for a chlorine-, a hydrogen-, and an 

oxygen-evolving wire electrode under semi-industrial conditions is 

described in Chapter 5. 

Experimentally, it was found that: 

• the bubble departure radius increases with increasing current 

density (the opposite trend to that noted in Table 3.1); 

• at the same rate of volumetrie gas bubble evolution the bubble size 

increases in sequence of H2,o2 and c12• 

These two results cannot be explained with the existing theory. It was 

also found that the efficiency of bubble evolution decreases in sequence 

of H2, 02 and c12• This phenomenon could be explained in term of the 

three-phase boundary theory. 

A new experimental technique for the determination of the gas void 

fraction and its distribution in a semi-industrial cell (50 cm high), 

consisting of two vertical flat-plate electrodes, is described in Chapter 

6. The gas void fraction behaviour for electrogenerated chlorine, 

hydrogen and oxygen shows practically the same trend. These trends 

confirm earlier reports. The results obtained bere are valid for vertical 

flat-plate gas-evolving electrodes and not for electrodes commonly used 

in industrial chlor-alkali membrane electrolyzers, because industrial 

electrodes permit rapid bubble release to the rear of electrodes so that 

no bubbles accumulation can take place between the inter-electrode gap. 

Hence, the negative bubble effects are minimized. 

In Chapter 7, the newly developed impedance and resistance measuring 

techniques for membranes are described. 

The simplest and best way to determine the total energy losses of a 

membrane under industrial conditions is the DC measuring technique, also 

because during electralysis a DC current is applied. 

The effects of various operating conditions and cell designs on the cell 

voltage are discuseed in Chapter 8. It bas been found that the optimum 

cell voltage for a finite gap membrane and a zero gap membrane cell 

occurs at an electrode gap of about ,1.5 mm and 0.0 mm, respectively. 
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This difference is mainly caused by the hydrophilicity of the membrane 

surf ace. 

In Chapter 9, the cell voltages are measured 

available electrodes with different shapes under 

at the commercially 

industrial operating 

con di ti ons. Moreover, a method is proposed to determined the optimum 

shape of a perforated plate. 

From the results obtained, it can be concluded that the contribution of 

gas bubbles to the electrolyte ohmic resistance under industrial 

conditions is negligible. The results obtained show that the cell voltage 

of the existing cell can be reduced significantly with the proper choice 

of electrode shape and membrane. 

Finally, in Chapter 10 some recommendations and suggestions for further 

research, concerning power savings in chlor-alkali industry are given. 

It can be shown that cell voltage reduction measures as proposed in this 

study can result in savings of approximately f 3000,000 annually at a 

production level of 200,000 ton c1 2 per year. 
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Samenvatting 

Dit proefschrift beschrijft de energie-aspecten van de chloor-alkali 

membraanelectrolyse met als doelstelling het energieverbruik van de 

bestaande elektrolysecel zonder grote investeringen t~ optimaliseren c.q. 

minimaliseren. Daartoe werden de invloeden van gasbellen en andere 

procesgrootheden op de celspanning onderzocht. 

Bijzondere aandacht is besteed aan enerzijds het minimaliseren van de 

negatieve effecten en anderzijds het maximaliseren van de positieve 

effecten van de gasbellen op de celspanning, door gebruik te maken van 

een geschikt membraan en de juiste elektrodenconfiguratie. 

Het gasbelgedrag werd bestudeerd m.b.v. de "high-speed" camera en de 

gasvolumefraktie werd met een nieuwe techniek bepaald. 

Een methode werd ontwikkeld om de membraanenergieverliezen te meten. De 

verkregen relatie tussen de celspanning en de verschillende proces

grootheden stelde ons in staat, de juiste procesparameters te kiezen, 

nodig om voor een gegeven chloorproduktie het energieverbruik zo laag 

mogelijk te houden. 

Hoofdstuk 2 geeft de geschiedenis en enkele achtergrondinformatie van het 

elektrolyseproces, inclusief een relevant literatuuroverzicht. De 

effecten van verschillende celcomponenten op de celspanning worden 

bediscussieerd. 

In hoofdstuk 3 is de experimentele opstelling beschreven voor het bepalen 

van het gedrag van bellen op het elektrode-oppervlak van een chloor

ontwikkelende, transparante platina-elektrode. De geadsorbeerde bellen op 

deze transparante elektrode werden met een "high- speed" filmcamera 

opgenomen, waarna de belparameters via analyse met een "motion analyser" 

werden toegekend. Het is gebleken dat de belpopulatiedichtheid en de 

gemiddelde belstraal van de geadsorbeerde bellen toeneemt, respectieve

lijk afneemt, met toenemende stroomdichtheid. Deze resultaten konden 

worden verklaard met de "slow bubble growth" theorie. 

Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft de techniek voor het meten van de oververzadi

gingsconcentratie van een opgelost gas aan het oppervlak van een gas

ontwikkelende elektrode bij geforceerde convectie. Deze methode is geba

seerd op de bepaling van de "efficiency of gas bubble evolution" via de 

staftransportcoëfficiënt van indicatorionen naar een gasontwikkelende 

elektrode. De "degree of supersaturation" van waterstof en zuurstof neemt 

toe met toenemende stroomdichtheid. 
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Bij i
0 

>1 kA/m2 neemt de superverzadigingsconcentratie van zuurstof 

asymptotisch toe. De "degree of supersaturation" van chloorgas is onaf

hankelijk van de stroomdichtheid in het gemeten gebied. De superver

zadigingsconcentraties van chloorgas zijn in de literatuur niet bekend en 

worden hier voor het eerst gepresenteerd. 

De toegepaste methode ter bepaling van de belloslaatparameter en de 

"efficiency of gas bubble evolution" voor een chloor-, een waterstof- en 

een zuurstofontwikkelende micro-elektrode onder semi-industriele 

omstandigheden is beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. Experimenteel is gebleken 

dat: 

• de belloslaatstraal toeneemt met toenemende stroomdichtheid (het 

tegengestelde is waargenomen aan een vlakke transparante 

platina-elektrode (zie table 3.1)); 

• bij gelijke, volumetrische gasbelproduktie de belloslaatstraal 

toeneemt in de volgorde waterstof, zuurstof en chloor. 

Deze beide resultaten kunnen niet met de bestaande theorie worden 

verklaard. Ook is gevonden dat de "efficiency of bubble evolution" 

afneemt in de volgorde van waterstof, zuurstof en chloor. Dit 

verschijnsel is m.b.v. de driefasengrenstheorie verklaard. 

Een nieuwe techniek voor de bepaling van de gasvolumefraktie en de 

distributie in een semi-industriële cel (50 cm hoog), bestaande uit twee 

vertikale, vlakke plaatelektroden, is beschreven in hoofdstuk 6. De 

gasvolumefrakties van chloor, waterstof en zuurstof vertonen praktisch 

dezelfde trend. Deze resultaten bevestigen de eerder gevonden resultaten. 

De hier gevonden relaties zijn alleen geldig voor vertikale, vlakke, 

gasontwikkelende plaatelektroden en niet voor industriële elektroden. De 

reden hiervan is dat industriële elektroden de gevormde gasbellen 

gemakkelijk naar de achterkant van de elektroden kunnen afvoeren, zodat 

er geen accumulatie van gasbellen tussen de elektroden ontstaat. Op deze 

wijze worden de negatieve effecten van de gasbellen gereduceerd. 

In hoofdstuk 7 zijn de nieuwe impedantie- en weerstandsmetingen voor 

membranen beschreven. De eenvoudigste en beste manier om de totale 

energieverliezen van deze membranen onder industriele omstandigheden te 

bepalen is de DC techniek, mede omdat tijdens de elektrolyse een 

gelijkstroom wordt gebruikt. 

De effecten van verschillende procesgrootheden en celconstrukties op de 

celspanning worden besproken in hoofdstuk 8. Het is gebleken dat de 

optimale celspanning voor een "finite gap" membraancel ligt bij een 
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elektrodenafstand van 1.5 DDII en voor een "zerogap" bij 0.0 DDII. Het 

verschil wordt veroorzaakt door het hydrofiele karakter van het membraan

oppervlak. 

In hoofdstuk 9 zijn de celspanningen van de elektrolysecellen met 

verschillende elektrodenconfiguraties onder industriele omstandigheden 

gemeten. Bovendien wordt een methode voorgesteld ter bepaling van de 

optimale geometrie van een "perforated plate" elektrode. Uit de 

resultaten blijkt dat de bijdrage van de gasbellen aan de ohmse weerstand 

van een elektrolyt onder industriële condities te verwaarlozen is. Het is 

gebleken dat de celspanning van een bestaande cel drastisch kan worden 

verlaagd als de juiste elektrodevormen en een geschikt membraan worden 

toegepast. 

In hoofdstuk 10 worden de eindconclusies en suggesties t.b.v. het verdere 

onderzoek gegeven. De celspanningsreductie, die bij dit onderzoek is 

bereikt, komt overeen met een kostenbesparing van ongeveer Fl. 3.000.000 

per jaar bij een jaarlijkse chloorproductie van 200.000 ton. 
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Curriculum vitae 

De schrijver van dit proefschrift is geboren op 30 mei 1937 te Paramaribo. 

Na zijn schoolopleiding begon hij met de scheikundestudie aan de 

Rijksuniversiteit van Groningen. Na het afronden van de M.O.(A)- en 

M.O. (B)- opleiding, zette hij de studie voort aan dezelfde universiteit, 

waar hij in 1968 onder leiding van Prof. dr. J. Kommandeur de 

doctoraalstitel in de fysische chemie behaalde. 

Hetzelfde jaar keerde hij terug naar Suriname, waar hij tot 1971 bij de 

Geologische Mijnbouwkundige Dienst als geochemicus werkzaam is geweest. 

In dezelfde periode was hij, als part-time docent, belast met het geven 

van scheikunde aan de middelbare school. 

In 1971 trad hij in dienst van de Surinam Aluminum Company. 

Vanaf 1976 t/m 1984 was hij hoofd van het laboratorium van Suralco en gaf 

hij leiding aan 81 medewerkers. 

In 1984 vertrok hij opnieuw naar Ned~~land. 

In 1985 trad hij in dienst van de Nederlandse organisatie voor 

wetenschappelijk onderzoek als wetenschappelijk onderzoekmedewerker, 

verbonden aan de Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, op de afdeling 

Elektrochemie, onder leiding van Prof. E. Barendrecht. 

In hetzelfde jaar begon hij met het promotie-onderzoek, dat tenslotte tot 

dit proefschrift heeft geleid. 

In 1988 behaalde hij het diploma Post HBO milieukunde. 

De schrijver is getrouwd met Petra Schaminée. Uit dit huwelijk zijn vier 

kinderen geboren t.w.: Marco (arts), André (Ir. in de werktuigbouwkunde), 

Carmen (Ir. in de tropische landbouw en veeteelt) en als laatste David 

(VWO-er, atheneum SB). 
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